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MSU mentioned:
Beshear proposes cuts
to reinvest in schools

Wednesday, January 22, 2014
•
RELAY
FOR LIFE

Relay For Life
Kickoff 2014

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Gov. Steve
Beshear proposed reshuffling state funds
Tuesday night to bolster Kentucky's public
schools, recommending a large infusion of
money for classrooms gained from another
round of budget cuts.
Kentucky's higher education system was
among the broad list of targets for spending
cuts in the $20.3 billion, two-year state budget
plan that Beshear presented to lawmakers. The
Beshear
second-term Democratic governor outlined his
budget priorities in a speech to a joint session of
the General Assembly. It marked the starting point for nearly
three months of haggling as the Democratic-led House and
Republican-controlled Senate craft a budget for the two years
starting July 1.
As promised, Beshear found extra money for Kentucky's elementary and secondary education system by recommending
$98.6 million in spending cuts. The reinvestments in education
will make Kentucky more competitive, he said.
"This budget proposal strategically focuses our very limited

•See Page 3A

Imes, Humphries respond to address
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Kentucky Gov. Steve
Beshear's budget address
Tuesday night did not have
a lot of surprises, said 5th
District state Rep. Kenny
Imes of Murray.
However,with it mentioning several local projects of
interest, it definitely left
him feeling the far-western
Ninesthrias
part of the Bluegrass had a
seat at the table.
"I was well pleased to see that completing the science buildings at Murray State University and the Breathitt Veterinary
Center (that MSU runs in Hopkinsville) were mentioned. In
fact, the Breathitt project, which is one that agriculture and live-
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Daly Forecast
The Naomi Weather Unice
Wednesday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 33. Light
south wind becoming south
southwest 6 to 11 mph in the
morning Winds could gust as
high as 18 mph.
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Wednesday Night: Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 16.
Southwest wind 7 to 15 mph
becoming north northwest
after midnight. Winds could
gust as high as 24 mph.
Thursday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 20. North wind
14 to 16 mph, with gusts as
high as 24 mph.
Thursday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 9.
North wind 8 to 13 mph
becoming light north northeast
after midnight. Winds could
gust as high as 20 mph.
Friday: Sunny, with a high
near 28. Light and variable
wind becoming south southwest 5 to 10 mph in the morning
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AUSTIN RAMSEY/Ledger & Times
Cancer survivors Relay For Life team leaders and committee members formally kick off the
Relay fundraising season with a ribbon cutting Tuesday night. Organizers are shooting for
$126,000 goal for the 2014 event, which will be held April 18.

Ribbon Cutting highlights
Meet & Greet event
By AUSTIN RAMSEY
Staff Writer
It's all about the survivors, say organizers of
this year's Relay For Life fundraising season and
expectations are high for another positive year in
Calloway County.
Survivors, team leaders and committee members kicked off the season Tuesday night with a
Relay 2014 Meet & Greet at the Weeks
Community Center in Murray.
Organizers set an earlier-thah-usual April 18
date for the annual two-day Relay for Life
Celebration, which marks an informal end for
teams' race to raise funds.
With tables adorned with pink and purple
hearts and matching decorations, Tuesday
night's Relay ribbon cutting looked more like a

Valentine's Day celebration than anything else.
but it came with a twist.
"Our survivors are the heart of Relay" is this
year's fundraising and event theme.
"This is a celebration for our survivors," said
committee member and Relay spokeswoman
Betsy Whitfield. "The survivors really are the
heart. That's why we relay."
After last year's Relay event came to an unexpected halt in cold and rainy weather, Whitfield
said local cancer survivors were disappointed.
"A lot of them look forward to this every year,"
she said.
That's why committee members decided this
year should honor and cater to their needs. After

•See Page 3A

While the Calloway County
Fiscal Court and especially
Judge-Executive Larry Elkins
have spent much of the past
year focusing on increasing the
speed limit of KY 80 in the
county, another highway had
their attention Tuesday.
During the monthly meeting
of the Fiscal Court, the magistrates unanimously approved a
resolution asking the Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet to proceed with plans to four-lane US
641 South between Murray and
the Tennessee state line. Elkins
even went so far as to say that
this should be the Fiscal
Court's top road project of
2014.
"It has been in the six-year
plan (of the KTC), and it's a
worthy project," Elkins said."I
believe the statistics, though,
concerning the safety and economic benefits this project
would have show that it needs
to be the project that has our
biggest backing.
"We had heavy discussions
about this in 2001-02 but nothing came of it so I think this is
an appropriate time to address
this."
While economic advantages
for both sides of the state line
are factors, Elkins and the magistrates seemed to have their
main focus on safety concerns.
The resolution states that 10
people have died on US 641
South in the past 10 years, with
four fatalities, 46 injuries and
300 property collisions occurring in the past 60 months.
• "The current hazardous status
of U.S. Highway 641 South is
impending local business and
creating a dangerous situation
for all travelers, including visitors and students at Murray
State University," the resolution

III See Page 3A

Planners ask
council for code
enforcement
officer in budget
By HAWIUNS'TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Planning
Murray
The
Commission voted Tuesday to
endorse a letter requesting that
the Murray City Council create
a position in the next budget for
a code enforcement officer.
The commission voted 5-1 to
send the letter to Mayor Bill
Wells and council members,
with Jeremy Boyd voting no.
The letter, which was proposed
by Commission Chairman Ed
Pavlick and signed by the commissioners who voted in favor
of it, asked that a position be
allocated in the next fiscal
year's budget for a person who
would have the responsibility

II See Page 2A

AUSTIN RAMSEY. / Ledger & Times
SOYBEAN PROMOTION DAY AT MSU: Gerry Hayden, a soybean farmer from
McLean County signs up for the Soybean Promotion Day at Murray State University's
Murray Room in the CFSB Center. This was the 10th annual event held to provide an educational and consultation platform for regional and statewide farmers.
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Kentucky

News in Brief
%ter woes centime to affect city
CATLETTSBURG, Ky.(AP) — An eastern Kentucky city continues to experience water supply problems two weeks after subfreezing temperatures hit the area
The. Independent reports residents of Catlettsburg have been
experiencing water woes since the Polar Vortex hit earlier this
month and something happened that caused the level in the city's
water tank to drop quickly. Crews haven't been able to keep the
tank filled since then.
'At first, we thought it was just because of breaks in the system." said Ryan Eastwood, director of engineering and utilities for
the city of Ashland, which supplies Catlettsburg with water. But
fixing the breaks in the system after the subfreezing temperatures
rose failed to help.
He said the problem may stem from issues with a pump station.
'but it seems like every time we fix one thing, something else
goes wrong. It's been a juggling act, and our crews are just run
ragged.'
He says some water crew members have worked 16-hour
stretches to try to remedy the situation.

2013 retail food prices up slightly
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A new survey shows that average
retail food prices rose slightly in the last three months of 2013 in
supermarkets across Kentucky.
The Kentucky Farm Bureau says the year ended with the highest
prices in the decades-long history of its Marketbasket Survey.
According to the latest survey, the total cost of 40 basic grocery
items was $120.08. Those results were 93 cents higher than the
same list of items reported in the third quarter of 2013, which was
the previous record high for food prices.
The latest survey reflects a 3.9 percent increase over the average
price reported in the fourth quarter of 2012.
Five years ago, the average cost of the same 40 surveyed grocery items was $I I .63, or 7.6 percent less than what those items
cost on average today.

Bowleg Green student creates lights app
BOWLING GREEN. Ky.(AP) — A high school student from
Bowling Green has created an app for iPhones and iPads that
allows the user to control a wireless lighting system for the home.
Ethan Gill is a I7-year-old senior at Gatton Academy and says
he created his app, called HueHueHue,to make operating Philips
Hue lights simpler.
Western Kentucky University, where Gatton Academy students
study for college credit in their junior and senior years, says the
lights can be remotely controlled with a smart device. But Gill
says unlocking the phone and waiting for the app to load took
longer than using a regular light switch.
With Gill's app, the lights can be toggled with a simple action on
an iPhone or iPad, and the app can run even if the device's screen
is locked.

BM would let monkeys help paralyzed people
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — Kentucky legislators may soon
debate whether to allow service monkeys to assist paralyzed adults
with simple household tasks.
A northern Kentucky lawmaker has introduced the bill at the
request of a family that looked into bringing in a service monkey
to assist their daughter, who was paralyzed in an automobile accident. The family found out Kentucky prohibits the use of service
monkeys.

MSU to present Ag Career Fair 114
By CHRISTINA PRIDDY
MSU Pnnt Media
Murray State University's Hutson School
of Agriculture and the Agriculture
Leadership Council will host the Agriculture
Career Fair on Wednesday, Feb. 5, from 9
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. in the Curris Center
Ballroom.
This is the 28th consecutive year that the
Agriculture Career Fair has been held. The
fair began as a project of the Animal Health
Technology Club. That first time only five
companies were in attendance, but it quickly began to grow as the entire department of
agriculture began to participate. Later, the
fair evolved into a twice-yearly event. For
the past decade, however,the Hutson School
of Agriculture has concentrated all of its
efforts into a larger spring event.
"fhe career fair has been under the coordination of MSU's Agriculture Leadership
Council for several years, with students
helping organize and conduct it. Council
members are invited to attend the career fair
and have lunch with company representatives that day. Representatives of many of

the companies stay after lunch to interview
students for Internships and available jobs.
Dr. Tony Brannon, dean of the Hutson
School of Agriculture, said,"This career fair
is one of the most important activities of our
Hutson School of Agriculture, and it is a
highlight of our spring semester. We preach
the motto 'get an education instead of just a
degree' to our students. In this case we take
that further to the 'get a job' stage.
"We stress that it is just as important for a
freshman or sophomore to attend as it is a
junior or senior," Brannon said.
"Networking through attending the career
fair can make a huge difference in getting to
know the company representatives and gaining career information."
Companies currently scheduled to attend
the event include (asterisk indicates companies that are conducting interviews: ADMArcher Daniels Midland*: Ag Connections;
Agri-Chem LLC; Bu ge North America*:
Calloway County onservation District;
Cal-Maine Foods
Hospital
• Cincinnati Children's
Veterinary Services'; DuPont Pioneer;

III City planners...
From Front
of enforcing the zoning ordinance
and all other related ordinances.
The letter also listed 26 Kentucky
cities that have similar positions.
City Planner Candace Dowdy
said the planning department currently follows up on any complaints it receives, but that there is
no one who has the sole responsibility of enforcing zoning ordinances. She said staff members
also make note of anything they
happen to see that appears to be in
violation.
Pavlick said the letter addresses
the fact that the existing planning
staff is "paper thin" and did not
have much time to enforce ordinances. Commissioner Tom Kind
agreed.
"That's not your job," Kind said
to Dowdy. "You cannot do your
job if you're doing that (investigating complaints). And that's
why we need this person."
The commission also approved
a change to subdivision regulations. James Oakley, the city's
stormwaterldrainage engineer,
said the city was required by the
Kentucky Division of Water to
add a pollution prevention meas-

Farm Credit Services of Mid-America*;
Growmark Inc.'; H & R Agri-Power';
Hutson Inc.; Jimmy Sanders*; Kentucky
Equine Management Internship; Masters
Choice', Mayfield Veterinary Clinic;
Murray State University ROTC. Murphy
Hospital*;
Perdue
Animal
Road
Agribusiness; Pilgrim's Pride; Progeny Ag
Products; River Valley AgCralit: Security
Seed & Chemical; Stine Seed Company;
Tap Logic; Tyson Foods; University of
Extension*,
Cooperative
Kentucky
Tennessee-Knoxville
of
University
Department of agriculture and resource economics; University of Tennessee-Martin
master of science in agriculture and natural
resources; USDA APHIS PPQ; Wheat
Tech*; Whayne Supply Company.
Professional dress is required for students
attending the fair. For more information on
the Agriculture Career Fair for either students who additional companies that may
wish to be included,contact Christy Watkins
in the Hutson School of Agriculture at (270)
809-3329 or cwatkins@murraystate.edu.

•Imes, Humphries...

ure to the section of the ordinance
that already included requirements for stormwater conveyance
and erosion control. Dowdy said
the Planning Commission would
be required to hold a public hearing on the changes next month.
The commission also approved
the preliminary plat for an apartment complex Tung Dinh plans to
build at 807 and 809 Coldwater
Road. The plat shows 20 two-bedroom units and eight one-bedroom
units for a total of 48 bedrooms.
The item was tabled last month
after several neighboring property
owners voiced their concerns at a
public hearing. One adjoining
property owner said he was concerned about privacy because of
the required screening and the fact
that the buildings were planned to
be two stories. Dowdy said she
met with Dinh the day after the
last meeting, and Dinh now plans
to plant 7-to-8-foot-tall Leyland
cypress trees along the south side
of the property where the property
backs up to R-2(single family residential) zoning. The trees would
grow quickly in the next few
years, she said. The commission
also required that the existing privacy fence be repaired.

From Front
stock people desperately have
wanted fo many years, was listed as the No. 1 agriculture thing
for that budget," Imes said after
witnessing the governor speak
of
House
the
inside
Representatives chamber of the
State Capitol."And of course he
opted to continue to fund the
bridge project (to replace two
bridges that carry KY 80/US 68
over Kentucky Lake and Lake
Barkley) and we're well on our
way with that, especially with
the work that went on this past
summer for the lagoon bridge."
Stan Humphries, 1st District
state senator from Cadiz, also
was pleased to hear that Beshear
did mention MSU rather prominently Tuesday night.
"It's always good at these
things when you hear Murray
State University's name come
up quite a bit," Humphries said
just minutes after the governor's
speech concluded. "In fact, I
plan on meeting with interim
president Dr. Tim Miller and
Bob Jackson (former state sena-

tor and current associate vice
Institutional
of
president
and
Advancement
Governmental Relations, as
well as president of the MSU
Foundation) here in the morning
to talk over the MSU projects
and what will be needed to get
them through."
Both Imes and Humphries
also were pleased to hear the
governor be determined with K12 education in Kentucky,
where he pledged to return
funding to 2008 levels.
"The fact that those haven't
been funded has set this state
back six years so we need to try
to get that back on track,"
Humphries said.
Imes, though pleased with
some portions of western
Kentucky, including his home
area, receiving several mentions
Tuesday, admitted to being a bit
disheartened at not hearing
places he feels are in need not
be mentioned.
Specifically, he mentioned the
Mississippi River counties of
Ballard, Carlisle, Hickman and
Fulton..
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Thinking of selling a piece ofland? Kentucky land is in high demand for hunting and other recreational opportunities and your local Whitetail
Properties agent is ready to help you get started. Our nationwide network Of sportsmen, investors, ranchers and hunting professionals
. offers a great opportunity for you to capitalize on the true market value of your prope4:41n-Western Kentucky, Whitetail Properties Land
Speciairs Mark Williams and Justin Mason are the top real estate agents for selling recreational hunting and farmland. Cell Mark or Justin
for 0, We, no obligation market analysis of your property.
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Morgan tells MCCH Finance
Committee of future ideas
By JOHN WRIGHT
Stall Miter
Nearly three months into his
tenure as chief financial officer
at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, Dirk Morgan seems
ready to begin incorporating his
ideas to how financial reports
are given.
Morgan expressed some of
these changes Tuesday during
the monthly meeting of the
MCCH Finance Committee,
ideas which seemed to be
received quite well.
"You always hope for that,"
Morgan said. "I do believe,
though, that I've got some
things that can be quite meaningful and help us be more efficient in keeping up with our
finances."
Morgan said, beginning with
next month's financial report.
statistics for laboratory procedures will no longer appear, as
he said that does not really hold
much of a financial impact on
the hospital. At the same time,
he said he will begin breaking
down endoscopy (long a positive producer) into procedures
performed both inside and outside the hospital.
In addition - radiology, important for its high-dollar cases, it
was reported - will also be broken down into inpatient and outpatient categories.
"Looking at endoscopy (again
strong in December with 452
procedures, 98 above budget).
those numbers have been strong
for us, but we need to look at
that closer. If you have an
increase in in-patient cases, you
actually may have an issue."
Morgan said, explaining that
insurance companies tend to
frown on making reimbursements for patients already in the
hospital."We get a lot of denials
and, actually, the American
Hospital Association has just
come out with a story (about the
Center for Medicaid/Medicare
Services) urging Medicare to

entioned the
counties of
Hickman and

stop recovery audit contracts
because they have a backlog of
357,000 claims.
"That means you can't appeal
anymore."
Morgan also told the committee he would like to eliminate
percentage measurements for
bad debt and charity for net
patient service revenue in future
financial reports. Instead he
would like to change that to
"Uncompensated
Care as
Percentage
of
Self-Paid
Revenue," basically combining
those two categories.
Morgan and his staff were
able to produce a five-year rundown of annual numbers for the
new category, showing that
MCCH had a high of 117 percent in 2012 but currently sits at
98.5 so far in 2014. He also said
his staff will receive a "critical
addition" in February with the
arrival of David Ralston as new
revenue cycle director.
Ralston comes to MCCH from
Cumberland Medical Center in
Crossville. Tenn.
In addition, the December
report showed MCCH at 120
days cash on hand, an increase
of nine from the previous month
and one of the highest numbers
recorded. Overall. Morgan
reported that MCCH finished
December with net revenue
totals of $1.9 million over budget, while expenses finished $1
million over budget.
"Most of that is from purchase
services and supplies, which is
going to happen when your surgery statistics are strong."
Morgan said, noting that all surgical categories finished well
ahead of budgeted figures for
the month. "We've got to attack
that, though. We've got to be as
efficient as we can."

''Tewe Crier
• The Murray Ethics Board
will meet at 10 a.m. Thursday
in the council chambers on the
second floor of City Hall. The
board will elect a chairperson,
render an advisory opinion on
city contracts and discuss an
amendment to an ordinance
regarding public agencies.
• The Murray Personnel and
Finance Committee will meet
at 5:45 p.m. Thursday in the
council chambers at City Hall
to discuss a Public Safety
Center. The Public Works
Committee will then meet at

6:15 p.m. to review bids for the
Opportunity Drive sewer project and discuss the possibility
of renaming Chestnut Street in
honor of Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr.
• The Murray City Council
will meet at 6:30 p.m. Thursday
in City Hall. They will discuss
the Gentry House, vote on the
second readings of several
ordinances and a resolution to
adopt an agreement between
the city and the Electric Plant
Board.

•Relay For Life...
From Front

AUSTIN RAMSEY / Ledger & Tines
MOVING THAT DIRT: An excavator undercuts top soil
at a
recently purchased plat of land on Main Street near
Murray
State University. Scott and Kenneth Adams of Scott
Adams
Concrete & Construction have purchased the propert
y to
build a two-building apartment complex at the site. Kennet
h
says he hopes the 24, two-bedroom apartments will be completed and ready to rent by August of this year.

Beshear; budget...
From Front
resources on what I believe will
deliver the greatest return: A more
highly educated population that will
become a more talented workforce."
he said.
Beshear proposed an extra $189
million over current funding for the
state's main funding formula for K12 classrooms. The governor proposed pay raises for teachers and
other school employees. He also
proposed spending $36 million over
two years to expand preschool services to serve an estimated 5.125
more 4-year-olds.
In addition, Beshear recommended investing $60 million in General
Fund-supported bonds for the
"Bucks for Brains" program to lure
more top-notch faculty and
researchers to the states universities. His budget plan also included
more than $520 million in capital
construction projects for the state's
four-year public universities, also
backed by General Fund-supported
bonds.
Those projects include a new science building at Eastern Kentucky
University, a health innovation
building at Northern Kentucky
University and the final phase of
Murray State University's new science complex.
Beshear recommended that many
state agencies, includirrig,the gOvernas- Office, take a 5 Rreent budget
cut in the first year of the two-year

budget cycle.
He proposed a 2.5 percent budget
cut in the first year of the budget
cycle for universities, community
and technical colleges and
Kentucky State Police. As a result,
colleges and universities face cumulative cuts of 17 percent since the
recession if the latest cuts go
through, the governor said.
"This was one ofthe most difficult
choices made in this budget,
because higher education deserves
more support, not less," Beshear
said.
House Speaker Greg Stumbo, DPrestonsburg, warned that cutting
operating funds for universities will
lead to higher tuition lo make up the
lost revenue.
But he said the governor's plan hit
on a number of key issues,including
education, job growth, transportation projects and social services.
"You look across Kentucky.
everybody got brought into the
loop, I think," Stumbo said.
Senate President Robert Stivers
said Beshear found new money for
his priorities without higher taxes.
"From what we can add up, over
the biennial period he's found in
excess of three-quarters of a billion
dollars to spend without any new
revenues," said Stivers, RManchester. "Which justifies ... the
point we've been saying, that with
good management, it's not a revenue-raising question, it's a spending plan."

all, it is the survivors who represent hope, and are among a
group the American Cancer
Society hopes to only grow in
the aiming years.
Dave Cortazzo is one of those
survivors. After several years
overseas for the military,
Cortazzo was diagnosed with
cancer. He fought hard to win an
uphill battle, but overcame his
illness and became active in
Relay as a way to show his
appreciation and represent the
fight for a cure.
"Every day I wake up, that
means it's one more day that
I'm cancer free," he said.
"Because when you're at that
point of when somebody's told
you that you have cancer, it
totally changes your life."
Now Cortazzo serves on the
Calloway
County
Relay
Committee and he said he
couldn't imagine anything else

in which he'd rather Sweet himself.
Whitfield said the organization has some big goals for this
year's fundraising senme.
Last year the evest hosted 44
teams, and orpniurs hop to
see 47. They were off to a good
start at the Meet & Chest, as
teams new and old began signing members. They talked
among each other and petered
fundraising ideas like bake
sales, auctions and games both
before and during the April
event.
"It's all about raising the funds
that are needed in the battle
against cancer and those who
are still fighting it," Whitfield
said
Organizers are not announcing
an event location yet. They say
after last year's weather problems, the committee is eyeing
two different locations and they
will confirm one in the coming
weeks.

II Fiscal Court...
From Front
states.
***
The magistrates also unanimously approved a resolution
supporting 5th District state Rep.
Kenny Imes of Murray and his
House Bill 200 that is designed to
return Kentucky to election
cycles every four years starting in
2020.
Elkins also acknowledged his
gratitude to 1st District state Sen.
Stan Humphries of Cadiz for
introducing a bill this week to
increase the speed limits for
Kentucky four-lane highways,
including KY 80. where safe.
**

The magistrates also unanimously approved an audit of the
Fiscal Court for fiscal year 201112 that showed only one minor
issue concerning how voided
records were kept that has now
been rectified.
It showed that the fiscal court
had total net assets of $18.2 million.
* *

Another resolution the magis-

trates approved Tuesday deal
with a supplemental agreement
with the KTC for bituminous
resurfacing of county roads.
In the resolution, the fiscal
court asked to amend the contract
to include Faxon Road, Wells
Radom Drive and Walston Road.
**

Four employees of the
Calloway
County
Road
Department
unanimously
received appointments Tuesday.
They are: Thomas B. Armstrong
to a seasonal position, Pete Fox
to assistant road supervisor,Steve
Lyons to shop foreman and
Marvin Pruitt to full-time status.
Also, the magistrates unanimously approved Elkins' recommendation of appointing Dr. Ken
Winters to the Calloway County
Industrial Authority and Hillis
Farris to the 641 Water District
Board of Trustees.
***
Road
Supervisor
Ricky
Edwards, also reported that his
,.
department
answered , 249
requests in December, completing 235 of those jobs.
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Since Febroary 2 1964 the Lord has used Hope Harbor Church to cip..c1
thousands of lives with the gospel of Jesus Christ. In celehrlurin
50th Anniversary, we cordially invite you to attend JUBILEE 2014 a
blong Series of powerful events this February 2-9. 2014 at HC
In Scripture tho ear of Jubilee was a time of deliverance restoration
and freedom tor the people of God We believe 2011 will be a Ji
through year a,
for HNC our community and your family.
—Dr. Art & Kent Heinz. Senior Pastor
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Obituaries

Lloyd Warner, age 77, Almo, Ky., died Sunday, Jan. 19, 2014, at
Lourdes Hospital,Paducah, Ky.
He was born on June 14,1936,in Bourbon County,Ill., to Burton
and Orba Anna Warner. He was of the Baptist faith.
Mr. Warner is survived by his wife, Alice Warner, Almo; two
daughters,Cindy Johnson and husband,Jon, Highland, Mi.,Audrey
Brinkley, McKinney, Texas; a son, Les Warner and wife, Becky,
Almo; two brothers, William Robison, Machesney Park, Ill. and
Wayne Naugle and wife, Rosemary, Dunn, NE.; a sister, Sharon
Longyear and husband. Mike, Harrison Township, Mi; eight grandchildren; four great-grandchildren. two cousins and a niece and
nephew.
He was preceded in death by his parents and a brother, Lewis

Martin Rogozinski, age 67, Murray, Ky., died Sunday, Jan. 19,
2014,at Spring Creek Health Care.
J.R. Story
He was born June II, 1946 in Jerome, Pa., to Leo and Anna
R. Story, age 85, Murray, Ky., died Saturday, Jan. 18, 2014, at
Rogozinski. He was a Vietnam Veteran and a
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
member of the Olde Guard. He attended Hope
Funeral services will be at II am., Wednesday. Jan. 22, 2014, at
Harbor Church.
the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with John Dale
Mr. Rogozinski is survived by four children; Jeff
and Keith Inman officiating. Entombment will folRogozinski and wife, Daphne, Kansas City, Mo.,
low in Murray Memorial Gardens. Expressions of
sympathy may be made to St. Jude Children's John Rogozinski and wife, Deborah, Chicago, III., Marty
Hospital, P.O. Box 1000, Dept. 142, Memphis, Rogozinski Jr.,Chicago and Deborah Rogozinski,Chicago; a brothTenn. 38101-9908 or First Baptist Church, 203 er. Steve Rogozinski, Buffalo, N.Y.; a sister, Theresa and husband,
Leo, Buffalo, N.Y.; and five grandchildren.
South 4th Street, Murray, Ky. 42071.
He was preceded in death by his parents and two brothers;
He was born July 16, 1928, in Calloway County,
Ky., to Fetus Lynn and Donnye Dell Davidson Michael and John Rogozinski and a sister, Barbara Rogozinski.
No services are currently scheduled.
Story. He worked at Martin Marietta, as a shift
in
retirement
his
until
1952
condolences may be made at www.imesmiller.com
from
Online
superintendent,
filmy
Imes-Miller Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
1991. He was a veteran of the Korean War,serving
as a master sergeant and was also a member of
First.Baptist Church, Murray. He attended Murray Charles H. Humphreys
State University.
Charles H. Humphreys, age 86, Murray, Ky., died Saturday, Jan.
Mr. Story is survived by his wife, Evelyn F. 18, 2014, at the Henry County Health Care, Paris, Tenn.
Story, Murray. They were married on April 28,
He was born March 16, 1927, in Puryear, Tenn., to Fisher and
1951, in Murray. Also surviving are two sons; Ralph F. Story and
Vester Humphreys. He was retired from the
wife, Jamie, Paducah, and Richard L. Story and wife, Arlene.
Chrysler Corporation as a heat treat technician
Sedalia; two sisters, Sara Johnson, Murray and Anna Bailey and
after 34 years of service. He was a member of
husband, Art, Murray; one sister-in-law, Martha Fox, Shelbyville,
First Baptist Church, Murray and a Navy veteran
Tenn.; three grandchildren, Brad Story and wife, Jenny; Andrew
of World War II.
Story and wife,Amanda and Allyson King and husband, Jarrod; and
Mr. Humphreys is survived by his wife, Delyghte Cooper
six great-grandchildren.
Humphreys, Murray. They were married July 25, 1948 in Murray,
Mr. Story was preceded in death by his parents and one brother, Ky. He is also survived by a daughter, Laura Potts,Sterling Heights,
Randolph L. Story.
Mich.; a son, Stephen Humphreys and wife, Candace, Murray; and
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneral- three grandchildren, Joshua Humphreys and wife,Chelsea, Murray;
home.com.
Sarah Humphreys, Murray and Dylan Potts, Sterling Heights, Mich.
J.H. Churchill Funeral *me is in charge of arrangements.
He was preceded in death by his parents and his adoptive parents.
Lube and Amy Brown; a sister, Frances Chambers and two brothers,
Joe and Winslow Humphreys.
Funeral services will be at 11 am., Friday, Jan. 24, 2014, at the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Ed Smith will officiate and burial will
rritTs fif./
41110
1
in the South Pleasant Grove Cemetery. Visitation will be
follow
on 'Anna'
,21.2ol4
Investments Since 1854
Thursday, Jan. 23,2014,from 4-8 p.m. at the funeral home.
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralHopFed Banc'
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Letha Ann Crain,age 63,died Sunday,Jan. 19,2014. at the Henry
County Medical Center, Paris, Tenn.
Funeral services will be Wednesday,Jan. 22,2014,at 1 p.m. at the
LeDon Chapel Ridgeway Funeral Home,Paris, Tenn.
David Allbritten will officiate and burial will be in the Puryear
City Cemetery.
She was born on Feb. 2, 1950, in Murray, Ky., to J.V. Hill and
Opal Thompson Hill. She graduated in 1967 from Puryear High
School and was a member of Puryear United Methodist Church.
She was. a former manager of Mr. D Restaurant, Paris, Tenn., for
several years and worked for Plumley Company for 13 years.
Mrs. Crain is survived by her husband, Ralph Crain, Pans,
Tenn.,whom she married on May 2, 1967. She is also survived by
two sons; Michael Jay Crain, Puryear, Tenn., and Kevin Earl Crain,
Kansas City, Mo.; a sister, Myra Thompson and husband, Van,
Puryear,Tenn.; and two grandchildren,Jacob Earl Crain and Rachel
Ann Crain.
She was preceded in death by her parents.
LeDon Chapel Ridgeway Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn., is in
charge of arrangements.

Gene McCutcheon
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Gene McCutcheon, age 67, Paris, Tenn., died Sunday, Jan. 19,
2014,at the Henry County Healthcare Center, Paris, Tenn.
A memorial service will be on Thursday,Jan. 23,2014,at 11.a.m.,
at LeDon Chapel Ridgeway Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn. Visitation
will be on Thursday, Jan. 23, 2014, from 10 a.m. until the funeral
hour at the funeral home. Honorary pallbearers will be the staff of
the Paris Post Intelligencer, John Lee, Bill McCutcheon and Jimmy
Huffman.
He was born on Dec. 17, 1946, to Damn Ewell McCutcheon and
Carolyn Russell McCutcheon. He was a member of First Baptist
Church, Paris, Tenn. He worked for 40 years as a journalist at the
Murray Ledger and Times, Murray, as a sports and news editor and
a news editor and systems manager for the Paris Post Intelligencer,
Paris, Tenn.
Mr. McCutcheon is survived by a daughter, Jill McCutcheon,
Portland, Or.; two sons, Russell McCutcheon and wife, Bonnie,
Gettysburg, Pa., and Tyler McCutcheon and wife, Kate, Chatham,
Ill.; two sisters, Ann Broach and husband, Andy, Paris, Tenn., and
Edie Henley and husband, Russell, Niceville, Fla.; a sister-in-law,
Alice McCutcheon, Paris, Tenn.; a niece and nephew and other relatives.
He was preceded in death by his parents and a brother, Tom
McCutcheon.
Memorial contributions may be made to a charity of choice in the
memory of Gene McCutcheon.
LeDon Chapel Ridgeway Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn. is in charge
of arrangements.

911 battery backup
now has new system
Special to the Ledger
In September 2013, the
Calloway County Sheriff's
Office's 911 Communication
Center's battery backup failed to
distribute power during a power
outage.
In November, Sheriff Bill
Marcum and Calloway County
Judge-Executive Larry Elkins
authorized the writing of a grant
for the funding of a replacement
battery backup system for the
center. A battery backup system
is designed to allow for power to
be constantly maintained during
the loss of main power to the
911 center, until the gas-powered generator is activated. This
backup system maintains the

phone lines, internet ,connections, security systems. CAD
system, 911 phone system and
main radio system.
This grant was written to the
Kentucky Commercial Mobil
Radio Service Office asking for
$6,859 and, in December, the
grant was rewarded. A new battery backup system was purchased and has been installed by
Wells Electric of Murray.
The system was tested
Tuesday with a successful outcome and is now allowing for
seamless transitions of power

1001 Whitnell AYe.
Murray, KY 42071-1040
Phone (270)753-1916
Fax (270)753-1927
Mon.- Fri. 8:00 sin.- 5:00 p.m.
Closed Sat. & Sun.
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Date

Letha Ann Crain

REPORT

Intel.............
Kroger -----.--.----36.59 - 0.20
Mattel --.----...---43A0- 0.59

US Bancorp

Warner.
No services are currently planned.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to St. Jude Children's
Research Hospital, 262 Danny Thomas Place, Memphis, Tenn.
38105.
Online condolences may be made at www.imesmiller.com
Heritage Family Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
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DATEBOOK
The Calloway County High School cheerleaders will have a cheerleading clinic for ages K5th grade on Saturday. Feb. 1 from 9 am. to 12
p.m. Registration will begin at 8:30 am. and
performance for parents will be at 11:30 a.m.
For more information, contact Jill Herndon at
jill.hemdon@calloway.kyschools.us.

Je Children's
mphis, Tenn.

Datebook

!T.COM

igernents.

Working women
of World War II
stories being sought

.t.inluersary

CCHS cheerleading clinic

rother, Lewis

Special to the Ledge,
American Rosie the Riveter
Association is trying to locate
women who worked on the
home front during World War II.
Thousands of women worked to
support the war effort as riveters, welders, electricians,
inspectors in plants. sewing
clothing and parachutes for the
military, ordnance workers,
rolling bandages, clerical and
many other jobs such as volunteer workers collecting scrap
metals and other critical materials. These women have stories
of their World War II experiences that are of historical value
and perhaps have never been
told. American Rosie the
Riveters Association would like
to acknowledge these women
with a certificate and have their
stories places in our Archives.
American Rosie the Riveters

MES SBDM will meet

The Murray Elementary School Site-Based
Martha
Decision-Making Committee will meet Monday.
Finney Andrus, Jan. 27, at 3 p.m., in the conference room of the
Community
school. All interested persons are invited to
editor
attend.
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American Legion Post 73 of Murray will meet Thursday. Jan. 30,
at 7 p.m. at the American Legion Veterans' Hall, 310 Bee Creek
Drive. This is one week later due to a Murray State Univerisity basketball game. All veterans are invited to attend. For information call
Commander Cecil Cowsert at 519-8375.

Rebate night for Special Olympics
A rebate night to benefit the Special Olympics' Western Ky. Polar
Plunge will be at Mr. Gatti's on Thursday. Jan. 23. The polar plunge
will be on Saturday. Feb. IS. at Kentucky Dam Village. This is the
signatuve fundraising event for the Special Olympics. For more
information or to make a donation, call 293-9054 or visit the website at kentuckyplunge.com.

FUMC Sew-A-Thon to be held
The annual Sew-A-Thon at First United Methodist Church will be
held on Monday. Jan. 27 through Friday. Jan. 31 from 9 a.m. to 3 Mr.and Mrs. Dewey Orr
p.m. Volunteers are needed to cut,sew and serge dresses,shorts, and
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Orr, Murray, will celebrate their 60th wedblankets for the 2014 mission trips. Donations of 100 percent cotton
anniversary with a private family party. They were married on
ding
fabric is also needed. Monday through Thursday a lunch will be pro1954, in Corinth. Miss.
24,
Jan.
vided by United Methodist Women Circles. For information contact
Mrs. Orr is the daughter of Print and Elma Morton McReynolds.
Anna Wright, 753.-6835; Margaret Fitts, 759-3950; Effie Kemp,
She worked at Corn-Austin with her two brothers and retired from
436-2494; Donna Toler, 489-6232 and Louise Pool, 759-5729.
the City of Murray.
Calloway to hold volunteer training
Mr. Orr is the son of Commodore and Era Frances Paschall Orr.
The Calloway County School District will hold its second semes- He has been employed at Dwain Taylor Chevrolet for 37 years and
ter volunteer training Thursday,Jan. 23. There will be a session at 9 was previously employed at Holcomb Chevrolet.
a.m. and 6 p.m. and both will meet in the back meeting room of the
They have are the parents of one daughter, Marketia Jenkins and
Calloway County Board of Education. This training is open to any- husband, Dr. John Jenkins, Jackson. Tenn.; and two sons, Joe Beal
one who missed the previous sessions held earlier in the school year.
Orr and wife, Lynn, Hazel; and Hal OR and wife, Chantal, Murray.
For more information.contact Kym Hopkins,Title 1 Parent Liaison,
They have seven grandchildren and eleven great-grandchildren.
762-7410.

Red Cross donation opportunity
An opportunity to donate blood to the American Red Cross will be
Thurs. Jan. 23, from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m., at St. John's Episcopal
Church, 1620 West Main Street.

Political forum to be held in April
Special to the Ledger
The Murray Woman's Club
will host a political forum for
the 2014 primary election candidates, Monday. April 21, at 6:30
p.m. at the club house, 704 Vine
Street.
Preliminary plans are to
include all candidates for local
offices in contested primaries.
Prior to the forum,a meal will
be served from 5-6:15 p.m., in
the lower level of the Club
house with all proceeds to benefit the Murray Woman's Club

'Graves County's Got Talent' to be held Saturday

Center, ' adjacent to Graves
Special to the Ledger
"Graves County's,pot Talent" County High School. Categories
Den Youth Center Council to meet
is the Graves County schools' are based on age in order to
The Den Youth Service Center Advisory Council will meet Friday.
answer to TV's "Aitterica's Got appropriately highlight and
Jan. 24, at 11:30 a.m.. at Murray High School. Contact Janeann
Talent". Talented students from honor those involveq.
Turner, 753-6565, for more information.
Admission is $5 for adults and
all district schools will perform
for students. Season series
$3
p.m.,
7
at
on Saturday, Jan. 25,
Stroke/Brain Injury Group to meet
will be honored since this
meet
tickets
will
Group
Arts
Support
Performing
Injury
at the district's
The Murray Stroke/Brain
Thursday, Jan. 23 at 5:30 p.m., at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Center for Health and Wellness classroom. The program
will be "Game Night."

show is one of the five in this
year's series. Tickets are available at the door or they may be
reserved in advance by calling
328-1556, 674-1556 or email at
paul.schaumburg@graves.kysch
ool.us.
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Furches said the local scholar- committee will use the rules
Murray State University Galleries will present Coming Dark: Bill Special to the Ledger
program was established to established by the Kentucky
ship
Conger, Selected Works 2004-2014, on view in the Clara M. Eagle
The Calloway County Farm
Education
Bureau
leadership and aci- Farm
promote
of
campus
the
on
Center
Arts
Fine
Gallery located in the Doyle
Bureau is sponsoring three
Murray State University from Thurs.. Jan. 23 until March 7. Conger scholarships for students of demic achievement during high Foundation, Inc., with the
school and to encourage stu- exception of the GPA and ACT
will present a lecture at 5 p.m., Thursday, Jan. 23, in the Clara M.
Calloway County Farm Bureau
held
be
will
exhibition
the
for
reception
opening
An
dents to seek higher education. scores. The scholarship applicaEagle Gallery.
are in
from 6-7:30 p.m. The exhibit, lecture and reception are open to the families. The scholarships
Furches also stressed that appli- tion and entry rules are available
the amount of $500 each and are cations for the local scholarship from high school guidance
public.
in addition to the numerous must be delivered to the Farm counselors and at the local Farm
DivorceCare meetings held Wednesdays scholarships awarded through Bureau office by Feb. 28.
Bureau office at 1702 KY 121 N
DivorceCare is a special weekly seminar and support group for the Kentucky Farm Bureau
bypass.
selection
The scholarship
people who are separated or divorced. DivorceCare For Kids is a Education Foundation.
weekly support group for children ages 5-12 who need help dealing
The local scholarship program
with the separation or divorce of their parents. Meetings are at Elm began 20 years ago for graduGrove Baptist Church, 6483 KY 94 E., beginning at 6 p.m. every
ates of Calloway County High
Wednesday. Call 293-2509 for more information.
School, Murray High School
A9DING NEW ITEMS WEEKLY:
Christian
Eastwood
and
Compassionate Friends to meet
Come See the Painted Old Radio Cabinets.
The Compassionate Friends support group will meet Thursday, Academy. The applicants' parBenches. Tables, Wreaths. Valentine Gifts,
"Novelle" Candles - Currant, Grapevine
Jan. 23,at 7 p.m.. in PDR 1 outside the cafeteria entrance at Murray- ents must be members of the
& Crepe Mrytle Scents. Lamps,
Calloway County Hospital. This support group meets for the Calloway County Farm Bureau.
Metal Animals & Letters & Much More!
encouragement of bereaved parents who have lost children as a
The recipients may attend any
result of accident, illness or tragedy, regardless of their child's age. accredited college or university
For more information call Hilda Bennett at 498-8324 or Chaplain but must pursue a four-year
Kerry Lambert at 762-1274.
course of study. The recipients
must enter college as a beginAl-Anon support group will meet
than the
Al-Anon,a support group for friends and family members of alco- ning freshman no later
high
p.m.
following
6:30-7:30
semester
from
fall
holics, will meet Monday and Thursday nights
at
Diana
call
scholarinfonpation
The
more
graduation.
For
school
Christ.
of
Church
at University
ship proceeds will be divided
227-0951 or Belinda at 293-5100.
into two equal payments to the
Cemetery seeking donations
Men's
winners.
Ladies Dress &
Donations for the maintenance of North Pleasant Grove Cemetery
Work Boots
Farm
County
Calloway
Casual Shoes
may be sent to Margaret Nell Boyd. 84 Utterback Road„ Murray, Bureau
Sharon
President
Ky. 42071. Note the change of address.
5 pair

It's So Real
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INSURANCE
Life• Health •Annuities
Long Term Care• Medicare Supplements
Questions About The Affordable Care Act?
(Obamacare) Call Me Today!
$17Q71 27 *MA jxtuvtienct2 Scloing Mahal/ 6- Calma,County!
113 S.4th St. on the square•(270)761-1010(270)293-8817
kynect
www.robertbillingtoninsurance.com

Heritage fund.
Additional information will be
announced after the filing deadline.

This spring we are looking at seseral
trends that the runways were showing
Happy spring prints were shown and the
acre putting together seemingly mismatched prints that somehow seemed to
work
Mix and match polka dm and stripes or
plaids and zig-zag patterns Its a fashion
dare that is worth taking a nsk for
The new length in skirts they are talking
about are calf length Mid-length pants and
skins ruled tor the designs this season Wear
these lengths with a dramatic shoe. It seems
we are back to culottes again or gaucho
pants, whatever you used to call it. it's back'
Metallics are everywhere again for
spring. it seems to be the new black
Shimmering fabrics are shown at every price
point This look is for day or night
Fringe is also back again showing up on
the runways in mini dresses, flashy skirts
and handbags You want to get a fringed
hobo bag this season and can, it with CN cry thing
Comfortable and functional flats were
also shown
Sporty clothes that are athletic inspired
are a big trend
Long and short pleats are taking over tor
ruffles in skirts long and short.
Cnsp. tailored shuts are being shown by
all the designers in men's wear versions
Lace, lace and more lace are big, as well
as more skin revealed in "the crop tops
Florals in big.bold prints is also a favorite
trend right now_
We'll have all the fashion musts this season. as well as plenty of stylish classic
looks
Congratulations to Deborah Drake who
won the giveaway this week. "Like- and
"Share- us on Facebook, or come in the
store,lobe eligible Come in and register for
the Valentine Giveaway There are lots of
great items in this package, as well as a
weekend getaway.
New Vera Bradley in more styles and patterns have arrived.
Stay tuned to next week's fun and fashion

wino"
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VOTED MURRAY'S
FAVORITE
LADIES
CLOTHING 2013

"The Something For bervone Store335 South 121h • Wray,KY • 753-7441
www.dkkelley.com

$29.99 to
$39.99

$59.99

Robert Billington Jr. & Associates, LLC

Association is a patriotic/nonprofit organization and its sole
purpose is to recognize and preserve the history and legacy of
working women during World
War II. This organization was
founded in 1998 by Dr. Frances
Carter, Birmingham, Ala. and
now has 4500 members nationwide. Current elected officers
Oregon, Maryland,
from
Georgia, Arizona and Alabama
all serve on a volunteer basis.
If you are a woman or descendant of a woman who worked
during World War II, or if you
are interested in more information, call 1-888-557-6743 or
email americanrosietheriveter2kiyahoo.com, or write
American Rosie the Riveter,
P.O. Box 188. Kimberly, Ala.
35091.

Name Brand Athletic

$ 14.99
Adults Shoes $24.99

Childrens Shoes

Gas Buster Car Clinic
$500 -

$1,500
DOWN a
DRIVE AWAY
TODAY'
Boy Here,
Pay fic,e°

—

OPEN NOW
Brakes • Tune-ups•Service & Mare!

Brakes - Front Pads 539.99
Front Pads & Rotors $129.99
Conventional Oil Change with Filter $24.99
SPR4Y-041 KEVIAR 860 ViVERS

Now
Under New
management,

Tavar TOPPER CAPS

800S. 4th Street(Corner of Glendale & South 4th Si)
(270)75-7634 •(270)836-7398
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PREP FOOTBALL

Duncan resigns, seeks new opportunity
TIGERS 67-14
UNDER HIS WATCH
By EDWARD MARLOWE
Sports Writer
It isn't a matter of dissatisfaction, displeasure or
a dried-up well of talent.
Murray High football coach Steve Duncan said
he believes he has another calling, and he can't put
it on hold any longer.
"The good Lord is leading me in another direction, and there is a chance I can coach with my son
(Zipp) in another location," Duncan said by phone

Tuesday night. "I know the coaching hunt could
"We couldn't be prouder of the outcomes and
take awhile, and so I didn't want the (MHS) we're sorry to see him go."
administration to be behind."
Duncan said while the opportunity to
The comment cements word received
coach with his son "might not work out,"
Tuesday from MHS Athletic Director Jim
he wanted to fully commit himself to the
Baurer that Duncan had turned in his letter
chance of it happening - thus beginning
of resignation, effectively ending his head
the process of leaving Murray.
coaching career in Murray and his tenure
"I could not have had a better place to
as a teacher at the end of the academic
live and work," he said. "The good Lord
year.
has blessed me with a chance to be here,
"We have been very pleased with
and I've got a great group of friends,teachDuncan's performance here," Baurer said
ers, coaches and kids here."
by phone Tuesday night. -He has been an
Duncan took the position at Murray in
Duncan
excellent role model for these students and
spring 2008 - his first ever as head coach has made player accountability-a top priority.
after helping Jack Haskins and the Purple Flash of

Lone Oak make it to the Class 4A state title game
in fall 2007.
He immediately made an impact,employing the
formidable "wishbone" offense and going 8-4 in
his first season under the helm before a loss to Ft.
Campbell knocked them out of the playoffs.
Duncan stuck with it, and since 2009 he and his
Tigers have amassed a 59-10 record - including
back-to-back 10-0 regular seasons in 2009 and
2010. Most recently, the Tigers took down no. 1
Caldwell County in the Class 2A playoffs before
losing to Louisville DeSales at home, 38-0, in the
state semifinal.
"He has definitely contributed to the strong foot•See DUNCAN, 7A
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PREP FOOTBALL

Murray LB
Mayes
commits to
Harvard

MURRAY STATE AT TENNESSEE TECH
THURSDAY•7 P.M.•CFSB CENTER

It's only one
RACERS LOOK
TO PUT OVC
LOSS IN
REARVIEW
MIRROR
By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Editor

KYSER LOUGH For the Ledge
Jacob Mayes had only one year at
Murray, but still amassed more
than 200 tackles.

Steve Prohm had a clear and concise
message for his team following its first
Ohio Valley Conference loss of the season Saturday at SIU-Edwardsville "Don't let one game affect the next
game."
Murray State (10-8, 5-1 OVC)
claimed the first game of perhaps the
league's toughest road trip Thursday
night with a win over Eastern Illinois,
but fell 67-60 two days later to the
Cougars.
Now as the Racers return home with
Tennessee Tech Thursday and

By EDWARD MARLOWE
Sports Writer

•See MEN,7A

BASKETBAU.
&WINGS
West
OVC(Overall)
School
Murray State
5-1 (10-8)
S1U-Edwardsville
3-3 (6-13)
Eastern Illinois
3-4 (6-12)
2-3 (8-11)
Austin Peay
Southeast Missouri St. 2-4 (10-9)
1-5 (6-15)
UT-Martin
East
OVC(Over*
School
Belmont
5-1 (14-7)
4-1 (13-7)
Morehead State
4-2 (13-6)
Eastern Kentucky
3-2(10-10)
Tennessee Tech
3-4(9-13)
Jacksonville State
1-6 (2-19)
Tennessee State

KYSER LOUGH / For the Ledger
While new faces T.J. Sapp and Cameron Payne struggled with their shot In Illinois last week Jeffery Moss
(31)continued to find his stroke - leading the Racers with 17 points against SIU-Edwardsville. The Racers
are trying to bounce back from poor shooting to beat Tennessee Tech and Jacksonville State this week.

MSU WOMENS BASKETBALL

Cross confirms Kirby,Dickerson, Niebler out indefinitely
By RICKY RIAIMN
Sports Editor
Murray State head coach Rob Cross
confirmed Tuesday that junior guard
Keiona Kirby is out indefinitely with a
knee injury.
Kirby - Murray State's leading scorer
- went down just 19 seconds into a Jan.
13 game at Belmont,and Cross said the
i injury will require surgery following a
doctor's appointment Tuesday afterg'noon.
.
i Kirby averaged 18.3 points and 4.9

I

1

rebounds per game through 16 contests
this season, and isn't the only casualty
for Cross this season.
His Racers are also without freshmen
guards Andrea Dickerson (illness) and
Antonia Niebler (leg), each of whom
are also out indefinitely. •
"We learned today that Keiona Kirby
will require surgery on her injured
knee," Cross said in a statement. "She
is out indefinitely, but could be back
before the end of the season. I really
hate it for her, because she had worked
hard to become one of the best players

in the OVC this season.
"...The depth that was the strength of
our team as we entered OVC play has
been an issue since those three have
been out, but our team has played hard
in their absence as they learn to replace
the production of their lost teammates."
The Racers are 0-3 since Kirby's
injury. and Cross said it's been an
adjustment without the Jackson, Tenn.,
native on the floor
"It's been tough, and the place where
it makes it tough is that you don't have

that upperclassmen that handles the
ball on the court to settle things down,"
he said. "Even though she's not playing
the point guard position, she's that person to be a calming influence and just
go get you a basket and use her experience to create things. So that's made it
difficult not having her."
Cross currently has just four guards
available on his I4-person roster, all of
whom are true freshman.
Their inexperience, he said, has
See WOMEN,7A

Another Murray High School football
standout has announced his commitment to a collegiate football program.
Jacob Mayes, a 1st Team All Classes
linebacker for the West Kentucky
Conference and AP honorable mention
defender, is headed to Harvard
University this fall.
The 6'1" 215 lb. linebacker who
transferred to Murray from Memphis
this season totaled 202 solo and assisted tackles - including 12 for a loss three fumble recoveries and one interception for the Tigers on their run to the
state semifinals.
According to rivals.com, Mayes had
offers from Air Force, Navy and
Southern Illinois - as well as a bevy of
interest from other programs - but his
mother, Jann (Washer) Mayes, said a
visit to the Crimson campus was all it
took to set Jacob's mind at ease.
"We just couldn't get past Harvard,"
she said on Tuesday night. "They were
very persistent. As a Christian family,
we prayed about it, but the visit really
sold us. Everyone kept telling
him .'you'll feel it when you know,' and
at Harvard he felt it."
Head coach Steve Duncan and defensive coordinator Tony Boone each had
glowing remarks for Mayes.
"He is just a great, great young man
on top of football," Duncan said. "He's
one of the best hitters we have ever had,
but he was also a great teammate and
hard worker. He'll only improve as a
hitter at Harvard and I look for him to
continue to do so."
"I laughed and told everybody at the
football banquet that if he didn't make
those 200 tackles (this year), I don't
have a job," Boone said."He's got good
speed and great vision, and he sees the
field well. Any time you coach a player
that takes it to the next level, it's great
to see."
With both Mayes and Dylan Boone
now committed to FCS programs,
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From Pegs 6A
Jacksonville State Saturday,
Prohm said it's imperative for
his young team to have a short
memory.
"We had a decent little practice
(Monday),but I still think a couple of our main guys were letting the trip affect them in their
demeanor," he said. They still
went hard, they still practiced
well, but they just weren't totally over it and you have to move
on.
"We are 5-1, and probably
everyone would have been been
happy with 5-1 if you told us we
would be at the beginning of the
season. But when you are 5-0
and you lose a game that you
don't play extremely well, it's
tough. ...We've got to move past
that."
Especially with how poorly
the Racers played over their
two-game road swing through
Illinois.
Murray State shot just 38.2
percent from the field against
EIU and SIU-E, while the two
opponents combined to shoot
39.3. The Cougars shot a blistering 50 percent from the field and
from 3-point range against the
Racers, inflating a defensive

field goal percentage that
included holding Eastern Illinois
to just 25 percent shooting in the
second half of Thursday's contest.
The Racers shot an identical
free throw percentage as their
two opponents last week, but
were out-rebounded by six and
committed six more turnovers.
Ti.Sapp and Cam Payne were
a combined 15-of-55 (27.3 percent) from the floor against the
Panthers and Cougars,and made
just seven of their 28, 3-point
attempts collectively.
"Obviously we were hoping to
get up there and sweep the trip,
but to be honest, we probably
didn't deserve to win either
game based on the way we
played," Prohm said. "That's a
credit to both Eastern and
Edwardsville and the way they
played against us. Fortunately
we were able to get the one on
Thursday, unfortunately we didn't play well enough to win on
Saturday on either end of the
floor.
"But now we are back at home
and conference play is about
winning the next game."
Following Saturday's loss,
Prohm said Murray State's
defense was "exposed" by the

KENTUCKY WILDCATS

'Cats thrash Texas ASA
By GARY B. GRAVES
Associated Press
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Alex `Poythress is more focused
on helping Kentucky finish
games strong no matter how he's
used, and the sophomore reserve
forward emphatically proved it
against Texas A&M.
Poythress scored a seasonhigh 16 points as No. 14
Kentucky routed the Aggies 6851 on Tuesday night.
Poythress and 7-foot freshman
Dakari Johnson eagerly picked
up the slack inside for Kentucky
(14-4,
4-1
Southeastern
Conference) with struggling 7foot pivot niptn Willie CauleyStein limitectbY
. 11161 trouble.
Poythress woNted Mae for baskets and got to the free throw
line, hitting five straight during
his 7-0 run that put the Wildcats
up 44-33 with 141
/
2 minutes
remaining.
He was 4 of 7 from the field
and had five rebounds and two
blocks in 25 minutes.
"All of his hard work, extra
work,and how he has been practicing is paying off," freshman
forward Julius Randle said. "I
couldn't be more happy for
him."

The game was Poythress' third
double-digit scoring effort in his
past five outings, demonstrating
his new comfort zone coming
off the bench after starting 31 of
33 games as a freshman. Though
he's still trying to find a rhythm
with his jumper, his energy and
aggression have definitely
improved after he passed on the
NBA draft.
There's certainly no doubting
Poythress' dedication and mindset.
"You get what you give,"
Poythress said. "If you don't
work hard, bad things will happen. If you do work hard, good
things will happen."
Johnson ' addittl,-- seven
rebounds, six points and a
career-high three blocks as the
Wildcats outrebounded the
Aggies 42-24 and were nearly
even with them in the paint (3032). The rebounding was a huge
improvement for Kentucky after
being dominated on the glass in
Saturday's win over Tennessee.
James Young added 15 points
and seven rebounds while
Randle had 13 points with 11
rebounds for Kentucky which
shot 44 percent (22 of 50) from
the field and was 18 of 27 at the
free throw line.

Cougars. Tuesday afternoon,
Prohm expanded on that
thought, adding that his Racers
rough night defensively began
with poor play in the front court.
"We just struggled guarding in
the post," he said. "1 thought
(SIU-Edwardsville) got the ball
inside and they just really hurt
us there. 1 thought we played
dead behind and I think it was
more of a focus and an effort
thing than not being able to get it
done. We just played dead
behind in the post and they
threw it in there. They drove our
big guys, we didn't do a good
enough job of containing the
basketball and then at times we
lost guys.
"...We didn't guard the basketball extremely well, and if you
give up 50 percent form the
field, you didn't do much well
on the defensive end."
The Racers are 8-1 at home
this season as they prepare to

welcome Tech and Jacksonville
State into the CFSB Center this
week, but Saturday's loss
snapped MSU's five-game win
streak that included its first two
road wins of the season over
Eastern Kentucky and EIU.
Saturday's loss ended Murray
State's run as the conference's
last unbeaten team, and Tuesday
Prohm said there's a small part
of him that wishes he was still
able to answer questions concerning his Racers running the
conference table.
"I wish we were still talking
about that," he said with a grin,
"but we are not.
"Now we have to respond the
right way. We are finishing up
the first half of conference play
this week, and if we are fortunate enough to be 7-1 come
Sunday morning going into the
second half of the conference
season, we are in great position."
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NBA Glance
All Games EST
Tuesday
Brooldyn 101 Orlando 90
Miami 93 Boston 86
Oklahoma City 105 Portland 97
Sacramento 114 New Orleans 97
Minnesota 112 Utah 97
Wednesday
Atlanta at Orlando 7 p m
Boston at Washington 7 p m
Chicago at Cleveland, 7 pm
L A Clippers at Charlotte 7 pm
Dallas at Toronto 7 p m
Philadelphia at New York 730 pm
Sacramento at Houston 8 p m
Detroit at Milwaukee 8 p m
Oklahoma City at San Antonio 8 p in
Indiana at Phoenix 10 30 p in
Thursday
L A Lakers at Miami 8 p m
Denver at Portland 10 30 p m

NHL Glance
All Games EST
Tusedey
Ronda 4 Buffalo 3
New Jersey 7 St LOUIS 1
NY Islanders 5, NY Rangers 3
Ottawa 2. Washington 0
Columbus 5, LOS Angeles 3
Dallas 4, Minnesota 0
Toronto 5, Colorado 2
Vancouver 2, Edmonton 1
Winnipeg 3 Anaheim 2
Carolina at Philadelphia pod snow
Wednesday
Carolina at Philadelphia 6 pm
Montreal at Pittsburgh, 7 p m
Chicago at Detroit 8 p m
Phoenix at Calgary 930 p m

PREP BOYS
BASKETBALL:
CHARLESTON 64,
CALLOWAY 54

Laker win
streak snapped
at eight
Staff Report
The Calloway County Lakers
opened the Superman Classic
Monday night with their first
loss in nearly a month, falling
64-54 to Charleston, Mo.
The Lakers couldn't get anything going behind the arc,
shooting just 3-for-l5 on the
night and shooting 36 percent
from the floor.
Calloway was led by Parker
Adams' 23 points and seven
rebounds, as well as Michael
Arnett's 17 and eight.
Skyler Hunter finished with
four points and eight rebounds
and Connor Wagner finished
with four points and five
, rebounds.
letstorl,
11Y
Delfizko Bogan,
propped
n points on 12-for-irsficaing
and had eight rebounds. Shandor
Webster also dropped 10 points
and had nine rebounds.
Despite
outrebounding
Charleston, the Lakers committed 17 turnovers but were only
down 43-40 headed into the
final eight minutes before the
Blue Jays outscored the Lakers
21-14 for the final deficit.
The Lakers next face Ullin
Century, Ill., Thursday at 6:15
p.m.for game 2 of the Superman
Classic in Metropolis, Ill.

II Duncan...
From Page 6A
ball history of Murray," Baurer
continued. "We wish him the
best. His legacy and contributions have impacted students'
lives both on and off the field.
He helps get young men motivated."
Bawer said the search for the
next coach becomes a "top pri-

ority," and discussions with
administration over the next few
days will help determine the
protocol and appropriate measures to facilitate the hiring
process.
"We'll develop a search committee to work through the
review and interview process,"
he said. "This will be an open
process, involving school and

community members alike."
Defensive coordinator Tony
Boone said Tuesday afternoon
the team was aware of Duncan's
decision and had wished him
their best.
"I enjoyed coaching under him
and wish him the best," he said.
"He'll do a good job (wherever)
he goes."

•Women...
From Page 6A
affected the way he has to
coach.
"You try to simplify things a
little more, that's the biggest
thing," he said. "I just want
them to feel free to play. They
can all shoot it, they can all put
it on the floor, but we had a lineup (Monday) night where we
had the four of them and a sophomore on the floor. The way we
play, we want people to shoot it
when they are open. So we try
to simplify things a little bit,
don't call as much stuff and

don't do things defensively that
will confuse them.
"That's the biggest adjustment
we've made, we've had to adjust
how we call plays so the four
freshman don't over-think anything and can just go play."
Lone senior Jessica Winfrey
left Monday night's 80-74 loss
at Eastern Illinois after suffering
an elbow to the head, but Cross
said Winfrey's inability to return
was more precautionary, and
said he expects her to go
Saturday when the Racers host
Jacksonville State.

ALL FLOOR
COVERING,
CERAMIC
& VINYL

on all IN-STOCK
American-Made

LAMINATE

•Mayes...
From Page 6A
Duncan said he's happy to see
his players continue on with
their success.
"For us as coaches, this is the
best of both worlds," he said.
"Both guys get to fulfill their
dreams - Jacob at Harvard and
Dylan at Murray State. They
both get a chance to play great
football and continue to do what
they love at a place they love."
One of the most prestigious
educational facilities in the
world, Harvard limo boasts a
strong athletic program - partic-

ON SALE!

SAVE!

ularly football.
Since 2001, the Crimson have
sported the highest winning percentage (.798) in all of FCS
football, topping the likes of
FCS powerhouse programs
Montana, Appalachian State,
Dayton and North Dakota State.
Recent NFL draftees include QB
Ryan Fitzpatrick, DE Desmond
Bryant and 2013 fourth-rounder
Kyle Juszczyk.
Last season, Harvard went 6-1
in Ivy League play and 3-0 nonconference — their oely loss a
51-48 defeat to Princeton.
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HOOF BEATS
TENNESSEE
TECH
SCHEDULE
DATE
11-9
11-12
11-15
11-16
11-17
11-21
11-23
11-27
11-30
12-5
12-7
12-15
12-17
12-19
12-28
1-2
1-4
1-9
1-11
1-18
1-23
1-25
1-30
2-1
2-8
2-13
2-15
2-20
2-22
2-27
3-1

OPPONENT TIME/RESULT
at S. FLORIDA
L, 72-62
LOYOLA, III.
W, 74-69
vs. Texas-Pan Am. L, 81-78
vs. Texas A&M-CC W,62-60
vs. IPFW
1, 69-66
IND.-KOKOMA
W, 92-39
WISCONSIN-MIL. L, 70-63
E. TENN. STATE W, 98-83
UTAH VALLEY
W, 74-71
at Lipscomb
L, 87-79
at Tennessee
L, 84-63
at Lamar
W, 79-74
at Wisc.-Green Bay L, 76-49
HILLSDALE
W, 112-56
at Utah Valley
L, 75-66
at Tennessee St.* W, 57-53
at Belmont* •
L, 64-62
E. ILLINOIS*
W,81-69
SIU-E'VILLE*
W, 64-63
SEMO•
L, 83-74
at Murray State*
7:00
at Austin Peay*
7:00
TENN. STATE*
7:00
BELMONT*
7:30
at Jacksvonille St.*
4:30
E. KENTUCKY*
7:00
MOREHEAD STATE* 7:30
at UT-Martin'
7:00
JACKSONVILLE ST. 7:00
at Eastern Kentucky* 6:30
at Morehead State*
6:30

BASKETBALL
STANIINGS
School
Murray State

West
OVC Oven*
5-1 (10-8)

SIU-Edwardsville

Eastern Illinois
Austin Peay

3-3
3-4
2-3
2-4
1-5

(6-13)
(6-12)
(8-11)
(10-9)
(6-15)

SE Missouri St.
UT-Martin
East
OVC(Overall)
School
Belmont
Morehead State

Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee Tech
Jacksonville State
Tennessee State

5-1 (14-7)
4-1 (13-7)
4-2 (13-6)
3-2110-10)
3-4 (9-13)
1-6 (2-19)

Thursday
Tennessee Tech at Murray State, 7 p.m.
Jacksonville State at Austin Peay, 7 p.m.
Morehead State at Belmont, 7 p.m.
Eastern Illinois at UT-Marlin, 7 p.m.
SIU-Edwardsville at Southeast Missoun
State, 7 p.m.
Eastern Kentucky at Tennessee State, 7
p.m.

16( HIS V. TI.NNINSII TECill •
.1.111161).-11. 7 ItNI. • CFSB

By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Edrtor
Tennessee Tech's hot start in
conference play may surprise
some, but Murray State head
coach Steve Prohm isn't one of
them.
The Golden Eagles are 10-10
overall, but 3-2 since the start of
Ohio Valley Conference play, and
Prohm said he's used to TTU head
coach Steve Payne putting one of
the league's top teams on the floor
night-in and night-out.
"I'm not surprised because
Steve has done a great job since
I've been in the league," Prohm
said Tuesday on the heels of
Thursday's matchup at the CFSB
Center. "When I first got into the
league, it was (Murray State),
Tech and (Austin) Peay - those
were the heavyweights. So for
Tech to be good, that's never a
surprise. I think they do a good
job over there.
"(Jerernia) Samarrippas is playing really well right now, they
brought in a couple of junior college players who have added a
boost and they play extremely
hard on the defensive end. So
that's going to give them a chance
every night."
TTU opened conference play
with a four-point win over cellardwelling Tennessee State, then
came within two points of upending east-leading Belmont two
nights later on the Bruins' home
floor, 64-62. The Golden Fagles
responded with back-to-back
home
wins
over
SIUEdwardsville and Eastern Illinois
- the Racers' last two opponents but suffered just their second
home loss of the season Saturday
against Southeast Missouri State.
Senior foward Dennis Ogbe
leads TTU,averaging 103 points
and 63 rebounds per game on the
season. Ogbe is joined in the front
court by junior-college transfer

Dwan Caldwell, who pulls down
52 boards per game and is tied for
second with Samarrippas and 1},
Allen in points per game at 92
Protun said the Golden Eagles
run a multitude of looks offensively, but- said the point guard
Samarrippas is the engine that
drives the car.
"Offensively they do a lot of different
things,"
he
said.
"Samarrippas keys them in transition and he's a good point guard.
He's good off ball screens, can
make shots. They also have some
guys around the basket. Caldwell,
Ogbe - those guys can score
around the basket, they can make
a I5-footer or a I7-footer. They
also have some athletic wings."
And while preparing for TTU's
offense is one thing, Prohm said
adjusting to the conference's topscoring defense is another animal
altogether.
The Golden Eagles will change
defensive looks mid-possession,
and based off the Racers poor
play offensively last week in
Illinois, Prohm said there's reason
for concern entering Thursday
night's game.
"I think the thing that they do
that we have to be prepared for is
they extend their zone out,and we
have to handle the ball against
KYSER LOUGH / For the Ledger
their pressure," Prohm said. "We
Jarvis Williams tries to get a floater in the lane to drop
have to make sure we are not trying to dribble, dribble, dribble - against SIU-E last Saturday.
fine. But the biggest thing we on our first two possessions
that we are breaking pressure with
have to do is take care of the bas- against the zone Saturday. At
the pass and now we are passing
ketball and make sure we stop some point, you have to get stops.
and catching and making good
them."
"I'm not really worried about
decisions."
SIU-Edwardsville's switch to a anyone playing zone against us.
Prohm said he will also talk to
zone defense midway through the ..The zone,our guys will be good
his team about the Murray State's
second half helped fuel the against it. We will spend a lot
defense becoming its best offense
Cougars to a 67-60 win over more time on it this week, we
against Tennessee Tech.
Murray State (10-8, 5-1 OVC) need to. We probably haven't
"If we get stops against them, last Saturday, but Prohm
said a spent enough time on it in some 5we don't have to worry about a lot bevy of missed open looks helped on-0 settings, but we will and we
of the changing defenses," he contribute to the Racers' inability will do a better job."
said. "Now if you don't get stops, to find success against it.
Thursday's contest is a 'whiteyou're going to have to face some
So if TTU wants to play zone out',sponsored by the United Way
three quarter court pressure,some Thursday night,Prohm is all for it. of Murray-Calloway County. The
half court pressure. You're going
"If people want to play a zone, promotion is now in it's fifth-conto face some zone, you're going to that's fine," he said. "We will secutive year, and 1,500 Live
face some man.
adjust, we will make shots and we United T-shirts will be distributed
"So what I have to do with our will get the ball into the high post, to various seat locations throughguys is just be very simple, very short-comer area where we need out the CFSB Center.
direct and say, 'Hey, here's what to. If you really look at it and you
Fans are encouraged to where
we are going to do.' We have to be break down all of our offensive white as part of the promotion.
aggressive, make the extra pass, possessions, we actually scored
Tip is set for 7 p.m.
attack the gaps and we will be
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TIME
DATE OPPONENT
HARDEMAN (exh.)W,95-68
11-2
L, 77-74
at Valparaiso
11-8
W,97-89
11-12 BRESCIA
L, 70-60
11-15 at Old Dominion
W,91-64
11-19 BETHEL
L, 75-67
11-23 at Auburn
L, 80-62
.11-26 MIDDLE TENN.
L, 89-84
11-30 at St. Mary's
EVANSVILLE
W,65-63
12-4
W,73-69
LIPSCOMB
12-7
W,73-65
12-17 SIU
L, 71-64
12-21 at Western Ky.
L, 72-51
12-29 at Dayton
W,82-75
SEMO•
1-2
UT-MARTIN"
W,91-77
1-5
1-8
at Eastern Ky."
W, 77-64
AUSTIN PEAY• W,89-67
1-11
1-16
at Eastern Illinois' W, 70-66
at SIU-E'ville•
L, 67-80
1-18
TENN. TECH*
7 p.m.
1-23
J'VILLE STATE' 7:30 p.m.
1-25
at Austin Peay*
8 p.m.
1-31
8 p.m.
2-6
at Belmont*
at Tennessee St.*
7 p.m.
2-8
SIU-E'VILLE•
2-13
7 p.m.
E. ILLINOIS
7:30 p.m.
2-15
MOREHEAD ST.*
7 p.m.
2-22
7 p.m.
2-27
at UT-Martin"
3-1
at SEMO•
5:30 p.m.
* -Designates Ohio Valley
Conference Game

ROSTER
Pos.
G
F
F
G
F
G
G
G
G
F
F
F

Name
Cameron Payne
Jonathan Fairell
Jarvis Williams
CJ. Ford
Tyler Rambo
Jeff Martin
T.J. Sapp
Dexter Fields
Justin Seymour
Jeffery Moss
Terron Gilmore
Zay Henderson

Class
Fr,
Jr.
Jr.
So.
So.
Fr
Jr.
Sr.
So.
So.
So.
So.

STATISTICS
Pts Rob Ast TO Ell St
Plays,
PAYNE, Cam
15.0 3.9 95 52 14 27
14.6 2.9 15 23 5 14
SAPP, T.J.
WILLIAMS, Jarvis 12 9 10.2 15 41 30 9
MOSS, Jeffery
12.0 3.4 31 22 6 7
FIELDS, Dexter 9.2 3.1 30 24 3 12
RAMBO, Tyler
6.8 1.9 14 18 5 9
FAIRELL., Jonathan 6 2 5.6 7 32 15 5
2.4 1.1 15 11 0 5
FORD, C.J.
GILMORE, Tenon 1.0 1.3 1 6 3 5
MAPTIN JR , Jeff 05 03 0 2 0 0
HENDERSON,Zay 0.4 0.6 1 3 1 1
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MCCH Occupational clinic
gears for new safety mandate
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711IE
:exh.)W,95-88
L, 77-74
W, 97-89
an
L.70-6O
W, 91-84
L, 75-87
4.
L., 80-82
L, 89-84
W,85-83
W,73-89
W, 73-85
L,71-64
L, 72-51
W,82-75
W, 91-77
W,77-64
r
W,89-67
lois* W, 70-68
L, 67-80
7 p.m.
E" 7:30 p.m.
8 p.m.
I
.
8 p.m.
St.'
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7 p.m.
ST.'
7 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
Iley

Claes
Fr
Jr
Jr
So
So
Fr
Jr
Sr
So
So.
So.
So

[CS

lib Aid TO 81St
9 95 52 14 27
.9 15 23 5 14
).2 15 41 30 9
4 31 22 6 7
1 30 24 3 12
9 14 18 5 9
6 7 32 15 5
1 15 11 0 5
3 1 6 3 5
3 0 2 0 0
6 1 3 1 1

McConnell
Insurance
takes gold
sponsor role

Photo provided

This youngster enjoyed last year's offerings at the Evening of Chocolate Delight in Paris. The
2014 edition is scheduled for Feb. 4.

Paris prepares for Evening of Chocolate Delight
Special to The Ledger
PARIS, Tenn.— An Evening
of Chocolate Delight will be
held on Tuesday, Feb.4 from 5 6:30 p.m. at the Inman Middle
School gym. Ticket holders will
be able to stroll through each
booth and gather their chocolate
delights to enjoy with friends at
the event or to take home (all
ticket holders will receive a togo container for collecting their
goodies).
The event is presented by the
Henry County Medical Center
Women's Health Advisory
Council and the Paris and Henry
County Healthcare Foundation
as area vendors serve up everything chocolate to raise funds for
those who need a screening
mammogram and cannot afford
them.
Door prizes will also be
awarded. This is a great, early

Valentine's Day gift because all money for those who need a
women (and men and kids) screening mammogram and canLOVE chocolate. Come take not afford one," said Tory
your sweetie for some sweet Daughrity, HCMC director of
Marketing and Public Relations.
confections.
Cost for a ticket is $10 and "HCMC will work with the
Health
County)
tickets are available from (Henry
Health Department to identify those
Women's
HCMC
Advisory Council Members. that really need a mammogram
HCMC Pink Petal Gift Shop, once the state funding is tapped
Jack's Java, My Favorite out. All of us can't wait to try all
Things, and Paris Henry County of the chocolate goodies that
Chamber of Commerce. Tickets will be available. We are very
are limited to 225 guests and excited this year because we
once they are gone, there are no have over 20 vendors providing
chocolate goodies, which is an
more.
Sponsors are the Quota increase from the two previous
Paris years!"
International-Paris,
For more information about
Lakeway Kiwanis Club, Lion's
Club, Inman Middle School and the event or tickets, contact
the HCMC Women's Health Daughrity at 731-644-8266.
To learn more about the event,
Advisory Council.
our Find Line at 731-644call
offer
to
excited
"We are very
this event to the community 3463 or visit www.hcmc-tn.org.
again that will help us raise

Free pilot program targets Type 2 patients
Special to The Ledger
A free 10-week pilot program is
currently accepting participants
with Type 2 Diabetes with the goal
of teaching the skills needed to
actively manage the dist-nsP
The program is a joint collaboration of the Murray State University
School of Nursing. College of
Health Science and Human
Murray-Calloway
Services,
County Hospital Center for Health
and Wellness and the Calloway
County Health Department.
Participants will receive free lipid
panel and A IC lab work at the
beginning and end of the program,
get hands-on training for blood
sugar and blood pressure selfchecks and participate in an exercise class tailored to the needs of a
person with Type 2 Diabetes.

The program began Tuesday. and weight, sedentary, over the age of
will run through May I. 45 and having a family history of
Participants will meet each diabetes. African Americans,
Native
Tuesday and Thursday from 2:30- HispaniCs/Latinos,
and
Americans
Asian
Americans,
for
Center
MCCH
the
3:30 p.m. at
Pacific Islanders are at an increased
Health and Wellness.
Diabetes is a serious disease that risk for developing Type 2
strikes nearly 26 million children Diabetes. Studies have shown that
and adults in the United States. A Type 2 Diabetes can be prevented
quarter of those with diabetes -- 7 or delayed by losing just seven permillion -- do not even know they cent of body weight through regular
have it. An additional 79 million,or physical activity (30 minutes a day,
one in three American adults, have five days a week) and healthy eatpre-diabetes, which puts them at ing. By understanding the risk, nechigh risk for developing Type 2 essary steps can be taken to help
Diabetes. Recent estimates project prevent the onset of Type 2
that as many as one in three Diabetes.
The program is free, but pre-regAmerican adults will have diabetes
in 2050 unless more preventative istration is required. For more
information or to register, contact
steps are taken.
Among the primary risk factors Dr. Katy Garth in the MSU School
for Type 2 Diabetes are being over- of Nursing at(270)809-6669.

Special to The Ledger
McConnell Insurance Agency, a
life and health insurance provider,
will be the Gold Sponsor of the 2014
Murray Half Marathon.
With offices in Murray and
Paducah, McConnell Insurance
Agency was founded in 1965 by
Jerry McConnell with the goal of
providing prompt, quality service.
The agency serves Kentucky and
Tennessee with agents throughout
the state and a knowledgeable support staff to assist clients by providing guidance and practical solutions.
"Supporting the Marathon the past
several years and seeing it grow has
been a wonderful experience. I truly
look forward to supporting the efforts
of the Endowment as construction
starts on the Hospice House." said
John McConnell, president.
"We share the same mission of
health and quality of life with
McConnell Insurance and are glad to
have them on board with our event.
They have been a longtime supporter
of the Endowment," said Keith
of
president
vice
Travis,
Development for MCCH.
This year marks the fourth annual
Murray Half Marathon, which is
organized by the Murray Calloway
Endowment for Healthcare at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
and raises funds to support the Anna
Mae Owen Residential Hospice
House.The facility will offer end-oflife care in a home-like setting to area
residents in partnership with
MCCH's existing Hospice unit.
The 2014 Murray Half Marathon is
set for April 12 and will begin in
front of the hospital on Poplar Street.
In addition to the 13.1 mile course,a
5K and Half Marathon Relay are also
available. Last year, more than 700
runners came from 16 states for the
race, and numerous members of the
community volunteered their support
to help make the event a success.
For more information on
visit
Insurance,
McConnell
www.McConnellInsurance corn. For
more information on the Murray
visit
Marathon,
Half
www.MurrayHalfMarathon.org. For
more information on the Murray
for
Endowment
Calloway
visit
Healthcare,
www.MCCHEndowment.org.

Special to The Ledger
Staff at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Occupation
Medicine Clinic are ready for
upcoming regulation changes in
hew medical certification is given
to Commercial Motor Vehicle
(CMV)drivers.
Beginning on May 21, all medical examiners will need to complete several trainings, be medically certified by the National
Transportation Safety Board and
be listed on the National Registry
in order to continue issuing medical certificates for CMV drivers.
This will not be a concern for the
MCCH Occupational Medicine
Clinic,as they are already in compliance.
"We are ready for these changes
and our providers are trained,
have been medically certified and
on the National Registry since
2013," said Kristie Friedrich,
APRN in the Occupational
Medicine Clinic at MCCH."We
are knowledgeable of the specific
physical and mental demands
associated with operating a CMV
requirements of
and the
391.43(c). I want both the driver
and the motor carrier to feel confident when my signature is on
that card."
Friedrich said she will be rou-

tinely audited by the NTSB for
her decision-making process in
issuing the medical certificates.
The safety measure of a medical
certificate proves a driver is in
sound condition to work and can
include assessments such as an
echocardiogram, stress test or
sleep apnea evaluation.
The regulations have been in
place for years, but the stricter
enforcement comes after findings
by the NTSB indicated improper
certification was a direct contribution to many incidents.
"This is really a positive safety
measure that's being implemented,and I feel one that's long overdue," Friedrich said.
The Occupational Medicine
Clinic at MCCH specializes in
healthcare for business and industry. They work closely with both
employers and employees to help
ensure workers get the care they
need and ready to start or return to
work as quickly as possible.
Services include DOT physicals,
drug screenings, work-related
injury/illness treatment, respirator
clearance and more. For more
information about Occupational
Medicine. call (270) 762-1526 or
• i
http://www.murrayhospital.org/oc
cu pationalmed.htm.

For nearly three generations.
Murray Woman's Clinic has
protected the health and
wellness of the women of
western Kentucls and
northwest 'Tennessee.
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Share your precious new
arrival by submitting a photo
ofyour baby born in 2013.

Don't Miss

Another

Kylie Grace Steinfeldt

- Moment

RABIES'OF 1019 FORM
n BOY

1 7
GIRL -

NAME OF CHILD

HEARING IS BELIEVING

With AGX Invisible Hearing Aids

Date of Birth.
Weight.
Length'
Name of
Parents.
Name:

November 30, 2013
6lbs. 8oz. • 20"
Blake Steinfeldt 8 Grace Holder
illgt;lor,
.0

AUCHOlOgY&

Send $12 payment, photo, name of baby, date of
birth, weight & length, parents' names* and selfaddressed stamped envelope to:

P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
or classified@murrayledger.com
• no other Information will be listed

888.457.7158

1
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Phone.

Murray Ledger & Times
Babies of 2013

Call today for a 75-day risk-free trial!

Hearg Center
Pvidicatiou Date: 1/31/14
Doan to submit photo and
information: 1/23/14 at 5PM
For more lionisation, cal
Wink Hodson or Moly Rogers
at 753-1916
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150 Brett Chase, Ste B

Murray
1711 N 121 Bypass

Tony Maim Au.D., FAAA,Doctor ofAudiology
Whitney Cope,Au.D., Doctor ofAudiology
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Notice

To the People of Kentucky
Honorable Steven L Beshear. Governor
Lon I-1 Flannery Secretary
Finance and Administration Cabinet
Honorable Larry Elkins, Calloway County Judge/Executive
Members of the Calloway County Fiscal Court

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
03/12/14 TO 12/20/14 KY0509010
MORTON FARMS, MURRAY KY- 1 opening

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 13-CI-00360
BRANCH BANKING AND TRUST COMPANY,

PLAINTIFF.

tadependent„Augdoallepun
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the governmental activities, the business-type activity,
and each major fund of Calloway County, Kentucky, as of and for the year ended June 30, 2012, which collectively
cornpnse the County's basic financial statements. as listed in the table of contents These financial statements are
the responsibility of the Calloway County Fiscal Court Our responsibility is to express opinions on these financial
statements based On our audit
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America,
the standards applicable to financial audits contained in the Government Auditing
issued by the
Comptroller General of the United States. and the &at Guide for Fiscal Court Auchls issued by the Auditor of
Public Accounts, Commonwealth of Kentucky Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to
obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are tree of matenal misstatement An audit
includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements
An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and signtficant estimates made by management
as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation We believe that Our audit provides a reasonable
basis for our opinions
As described in Note 1, Calloway County. Kentucky, prepares its financial statements in accordance with the
modified cash basis, which is a comprehensive basis of accounting other than accounting pnnciples generally
accepted in the United States of America
In our opinion, financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the respective financial
position of the governmental activities. the business-type activity. and each major fund of Calloway County,
Kentucky. as of June 30, 2012, and the respective changes in financial position arid cash flows, where applicable,
thereof for the year then ended on conformity with the basis of accounting described in Note 1
Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming opinions on the financial statements that collectively compnse
Calloway County, Kentucky's basic financial statements as a whole The budgetary companson information is
presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of the basic financial statements Such
information is the responsibility of management and was denvecl from and relates directly to the underlying
accounting and other records used to prepare the financial statements The budgetary comparison information has
not been sot:looted to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the basic financial statements, and accordingly, we do not express an opinion or provide any assurance on it
In accordance with agyemment.,AuditIng_Blangarga, we have also issued our report dated November 18, 2013 on
our consideration of Calloway County. Kentucky's internal control over financial reporting and on our tests of its
compliance with certain provisions of laws, regulations. contracts, and grant agreements and other matters The
Purpose of that report is to descnbe the scope of our testing of internal control over financial reporting and
compliance and the results of that testing, and not to provide, an opinion on the internal control over financial
reporting or on compliance That report is an integral part of an audit performed in accordance with government
Auclaingatanclaals and should be considered in assessing the results of our audit
Based on the results of our audit, we present the accompanying comments and recommendations included herein,
which discusses the following report comments
2012-01

Calloway County Fiscal Court Should Strengthen Internal Controls Over The Sale of Road Materials
At The County Road Department

VS.

KENNETH DON BOREN, aAie KENNETH BOREN,
DIANE J BOREN, a/kis DIANE BOREN,
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY,

Being the same property conveyed to Kenneth Boren and wife, Diane Boren,from
Leona Boren,• widow and single person, by deed, dated June 18, 2007, recorded
on June 20, 2007, in Deed Book 700, Page 436, in the office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court.
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your updates!
1
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1
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subscribe to the

LEDdR&TIMES
Home Delivery
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yr. —$1416.66

Local Mail
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Notice

Notice

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and compenies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

New Maternity
Clothing
available at Cute
Things located 200 N.
4th Street Murray, KY.
270-978-4327
M-S 10am-5prn
10% discount with ad

Papa Smurf
Storage
I st •ioni ft I rev ,

e GET THIS 1X1
I AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

I. Mary Wadkins give
notice to Allen Lane
Al Oilier Hal 1 Wadiery3 of filing for no1 fault divorce. You have
ilebecriptlesi
I 30 days to respond to
3soe
'as.---,XIS PO Box 1040-C,Murray

Number 2193671245ab which shall be sold with the real estate described above.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit bases of 30 days,
but if sold on a credit of 30 days. the purchaser shall be required to deposit with
the commissioner ten percent r10%i of the purchase pnce, with the balance to be
paid in full within thirty (30) days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest
at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in
thirty 130> days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security
All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold subject to the
2014 ad valorem taxes.
This 13th day of January, 2014.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COORT OF JUSTICE
CALLoWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No, 10-CI-00585

Mosey Order

roe

WC

Name
Si Address

e

City

Looking for
something In
particular?
Try running a

Zip

"Want to Buy" ad

Daytime Ph.

with us today!

Mad this coupon with payment to:
Murray Lodger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray,KY 42071
Or call mei 7111-1014

JPMORGAN CHASE BANK,NA,
VS.

PLAINTIFF

NOTICE OF SALE

PHILLIP NYERT, a/k/a PHILLIP R. NYERT,
MARSHA G. NYERT, a/k/a MARSHA NYERT,

DEFENDANTS.

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on October 14, 2013, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff
in the approximate amount of $81,675.30, plus interest, fees, costs, etc., I shall
proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday, January
30, 2014, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following
described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being
221 Irvin Cobb Road, Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly described
as follows:
Beginning at• point in the South right of way line of Irving Cobb Road,(KY No.
732). Said paint of beginning being 1,067 feet in a Easterly direction from the centerline on KY No. 94, as measured along the Irvin Cobb Road.(KY No. 732);
thence from said point of beginningS 1 degree 15' W 173.25'; thence S 88 degrees
16'E 131.91 feet; thence N 1 degree 15 E 173.25 to a point in the South right of
way line of Irvin Cobb Road,(KY No. 7321; thence N 86 degrees 16' W along the
South right of way line of said Road 131.91'to the point of beginning, said area
contains 0.52 acre tract.
The above legal description is pursuant to a survey dated February 4, 1988 by
Jimmy D. Howard of Jack Gray and Associates registered number 1645.
EXCEPT that portion conveyed to the Commonwealth of Kentucky as shown in
Deed dated September 11 1996 and filed October 16, 1996 in Deed Book 240 at
Page 136 in the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office, and containing .006
hectares 163 sq. meters, .015 acres, 683 sq. ft.)
Except any interest in the Coal, oil, gas, and Other minerals underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances, and all
rights and easements in favor of the estate of said coal, oil, gas, and other minerals, if any.
Being the same property conveyed to Philhp R. Nyert and wife, Marsha G. Nyert,
by deed from Gary E. Roberta and wife, Gertrude Roberts(aka Gertrude A.
Roberts), dated, May 13, 2008, and recorded on May 15, 2008, in Deed Book 744,
Page 432, in the Office of the Calloway County Clerk's Office.

but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with
the commissioner ten percent(10%)of the purchase price, with the balance to be
paid in full within thirty (30) days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest
at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in
thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security
All delinquent tales shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold subject to the
2014 ad valorem taxes.
This 13th day of January, 2014
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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Hsip Warded

The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate(AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this order,
at the timtrwork is performed.
PLANTING,GROWING,AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO AM)DIVERSIFIED CROPS,WITH 3
MONTHS EXPERIENCE REQUIRED.$10.10HR. 3/4
CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED ALL TOOLS 8
EQUIP. AT NO CHARGE,HOUSING PROVDED
FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT NO COST.
TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE PAY,
AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED.
TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSRE. MUST
MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN
JOB ORDER. COMPLETE INFORMATION ON
THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE
(EMPLOYMENT OFFICE) CONTACT THE KY
DEPT FOR WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT
502-782-3079 USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS
ABOVE,To SET UP INTERVIEW. SUBJECT To
RANDOM DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST,
POST EMPLOYMENT
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS EXIST

manager with 2 years culinary experience
Full time with benefits, salary based on
previous experience

All appli
Interview.
Gail
809gw..
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Ad

Pennyrile Allied Community Services, Inc. is

accepting resumes for positions of In-Home
Specialists with our FPP, CCC & Diversion
Programs in the Purchase Area. Specialists
provides in-home crisis intervention to families
in the Purchase Area. The applicant must be:
motivated to serve families and children, have
excellent communication skills, a self starter,
honest, flexible, punctual, have a working
knowledge of community resources and have
an ability to make well informed decisions

Pa

cond
•

independently. Training will be provided.
These are full time positions and PACS
provides an excellent fringe benefit package
Applicants must hold at least a Bachelor's
degree in Social Work, or human services
related field.
Send resume by Fnday. January 31, 2014 to:
Pennyrile Allied Community Services, Inc.

"FPP Positions'
c/o Joe Farless
P.O. Box 549
Hopkinsville, KY 42241-0549
PACS Inc. is An Equal Opportunity Employer
Funding for this advertisement is through the
KY CHFS/FPP, CCC & Diversion Programs

Compassionate Providers Wanted
to provide supervision for adults diagnosed with
developmental disabilities in a
residential setting. Primarily evening and
weekends. Experience is preferred.
Applicant must be 21 years of age.
Background check is required.
Please forward resume to:
Julie Castleberry
Four Rivers Behavioral Health
425 Broadway Ste.201
Paducah, KY 42001
Or call 270-444-3625 to receive
an application by mall.
Applications may also be
downloaded at www.4rbh.org

Path's is looking for a career minded kitchen

Send resume to
Manager,
P() Box 111, Grand Rivers,
KY 42045
a

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
03/15/14 TO 11/30/14 KY0510398
FPS FARMS, MURRAY KY - 2 openingS

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days,

KY 42071

I Jr. —..0.-4145.011

1 State

emir ammo

The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate(AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this order,
at the time work is performed.
PLANTING, GROWING,AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO AM3 DNERSIFED CROPS,WITH 3
MONTHS EXPERIENCE REQUIRED.$10.10HR. 3/4
CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED ALL TOOLS &
EQUIP AT NO CHARGE. HOUSING PROVIDED
FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT NO COST.
TRANSPORTAT1ON AND SUBSISTENCE PAY,
AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED.
TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE. MUST
MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN
JOB ORDER. COMPLETE INFORMATION ON
THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE
(EMPLOYMENT OFFICE) CONTACT THE KY
DEPT FOR WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT
502-782-3079 USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS
ABOVE,TO SET UP INTERVIEW. SUBJECT TO
RANDOM DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST,
POST EMPLOYMENT

1NCLU1)LNG: A 1989 Champion Double-Wide manufactured home, Serial

November 18. 2013

1PALLE
IrwrgErFT'S
1I

DEFENDANTS.

By virtue of•Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on December 9,2013, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff
in the approximate amount of $15.943 Mk. plus interest at the rate of 8.37500
peroent per annum from November 26. 2012. together with fees, costs, etc., I shall
proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday, January
30, 2014, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following
described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being
48 Walnut Street, Dexter, KY 42036, and being more particularly described as follows:
Lot No. 124 as shown in Plat of S.W. and M.S. Jones extension of the town of
Dexter, Kentucky.

Respectfully Submitted.
Romaine 8 Associates PLLC

A COPY OF THE COMPLETE AUDIT REPORT IS ON FILE AT THE COUNTY JUDGE EXECUTIVE'S OFFICE
AT 101 SOUTH 5TH ST MURRAY KY AND IS AVAILABLE FOR PUBLIC INSPECTION DURING NORMAL
HOURS.

NOTICE OF SALE
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Murray Ledger & Times

If you have lost or found
a pet
We will run an ad 1 day
for free
PETS
Call
753-1916
we'll be
glad to help

KILL

-Mut
ibn.1 La

150

Ika 12 pa
Tut 1pa

Wed.12 pa
This 12 pa
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Warted

AIMS is currently accepting applications for its Summer Program being
held May 26, 2014 - July 2, 2014 Applications may be picked up in Room
240 of the Blackburn Science Building at Murray State University.
Application deadline is January 31. 2014
Skills needed
Residential Advisor Positions - summer camp counselor experience preferred Experience working with low-income, first-generation, high school
students preferred
Teacher Instruction Positions - Mathematics, Science. Science Research,
English Composition and Literature, Elective Courses - i.e. P.E.
Journalism, Arts & Crafts, Hip Hop Dance, Cooking, etc.

Gail Woolndge
809-5429
gwoolndge murraystate edu

Stephen Keene
809-3368
skeeneOmurraystate edu
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060
Melo Warded
Admission Coordinator
Lake Way Nursing and Rehabilitation Center
We dedicate our efforts and performance to
provide the highest quality care. If you are a
candidate with the following requirements
please apply in person:
Knowledge of Medicare/Medicaid
•Experience in Admissions preferred
•Expenence in Marketing preferred
•Able to work flexible hours, and multi-task in a
fast- paced environment
Can be RN, LPN, PTA, COTA, but not required
EOE/AAE

FARM WORKER, LABORER
3 Temporary Position Employment dates are as
'follows, 3/17/2014 thru 11/30/2014 Guaranteed
3/4 of contract hours. All tools provided at no
cost. Free housing provided for Non-commuting
workers. Transportation and Subsistence
reimbursed to worker upon completion of 50%
of contract. Pay rate of $10.10 per hour.
Gordon Farms La Center, KY. Duties include
planting, fertilizing, irrigating, & harvesting hay.
Apply for this job by calling the State Workforce
Agency Office at 279-575-7000 and mention
...lob Order HKY0510852

The City of Murray has the
following job opportunity:
CUSTOMER SERVICE
REPRESENTATIVE
(Part-time)
Starting pay rate: 810.56/hour
Apply at vn•nv.murrayky.gov
Questions: contact the HR Department
at 270-762-0344
Deadline for receiving applications:
4:00 p.m. Friday, January 31, 2014
The City of Murray is an
Equal Opportunity Employer.

Full Time Position
Administrative Assistant
Paris District of the
United Methodist Church
Send resume' to:
Paris District Superintendent
P.O. Box 28
Paris, TN 38242
A background check will be
conducted on the selected applicant.
Deadline: January 31, 2014.
No phone calls, please

Case Manager
Seeking: Enthusiastic, energetic, outgoing,
self-motivated, detail-onented individual to provide case management services to adults and
children with mental illness or
developmentaVintellectual disabilitiesTravel is
required.
Qualifications: Bachelor's degree in
Behavioral Health Science (particularly
Psychology, Sociology, Social Work, Nursing &
Special Education), 1 year experience with
adults or children, a valid driver's licence and
safe record, must also pass background
checks. Applications, resume' and transcripts
should be sent to: Julie Castleberry
Vice President for Human Resources
Four Rivers Behavioral Health
425 Broadway, Paducah, KY 42001.
Applications are available at
www.4rbh.org.Position funded partially by
CHFS. Open until filled EOE

Drivers: Now Hiring'
Control
Class A CDL Drivers Pest
needed
Technician
Regional.
SE
for
Regional. immediately Come by
MidWest
for appointment
OTR & 7 on 7 off fleets office
414 N. 4th in Murray
Late Model Equipment 0
Ariving Weekly. Home or call
761-2847
Weekends! Great Pay (270)
No experience neces& Benefits. Call
sary
1-855-868-2369 Or
1-855-868-1405

placed
cars

Email us at:
classified(q murrayledgercom

c
saiM
a

lANOME SINGER
sewing machines
ORECK Vacuums
Quilts starting at $59
G.E. Financing
908-C S 12TH

BEL-AIR
CENTER.

DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be lust the place
for you! Part time and
Full time positions
available.
Apply at:
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227

buscando
Estamos
una persona que esta
calificado. experimentado, y sumamente
motivado para trabajar
produccion de ritmo
rapido en taller de
coches: pintura obras.
Debe ser capaz de
hablar Ingles. Solicitar
Hannigan
a
Motorsports 4044 US
Hwy 641 South, Murray
KY 42071.
IMMEDIATE opening
at Cagle & Bailey Adult
Health. Part time LPN
or CMA. Must have
skills.
phlebotomy
weekday
Flexible
hours. Send resumes
to: PO Box 1040-K
Murray KY 42071

We are seeking a qualified, experienced and
highly motivated auto
body man to work in a
fast-paced production
at
Apply
facility.
Hannigan Motorsports,
4044 U S Highway 641
South, Murray KY
42071.

140
Mil to Buy

"ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry 7533633

CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. tab,
Murray.

GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting.
refrigerator,
stove,
electric & gas heater.
storm windows. 7534109

Want to buy junk Of
running cars and trucks
and junk batteries
KEY AUTO PARTS
759-9694

58 3 9 2 7 4
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1BR effeciency apt
near downtown. 1
occupant only, no pets,
no smoking $300/mo
plus utilities Deposit
required Call
293-2843

340
Kowa For Rol
4 or 5BR Houses
Lease & Deposit
Required
270-753-4109

W/D
ba
1
3br
stove/refrigerator 1st,
last & deposit $720/mo

wiza

4br duplex 2.5 ba. All
appliances 1st/last/ &
deposit $860/mo

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

lbr 1 ba all appliances
1 month + de(posit
$325/mo

&poltroon

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

NO PETS 1 Yr lease &
references required
(270)293-5427/ 8-5 M-

PREMIER
MiNiSTORAGE
-Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
-We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

WARD ELKINS

hOS E South 12th St

(270) 753-1713

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments

160
Homo Furnishings

I BR from $345
2BR from $375

BRAND NEW PILLOW
Top Mattress Sets Still
in plastic, King $375.
Full $175
(270)293-4121

2,300SOFT
Offlee/RetalV
Warehouse Space

602 Maple Street
270-753-$964
Office/warehouse
space. Some utilities &
furnishings included
Hwy 80 & Bethel Rd
2500sqtt. Call Mark
270-293-3352

Hans For Si.

280
1
1 2
1 1;1
;:
U11

Nice 2BR No pets
753-9866

NEW, 2BR, 2.5BA
$900,
town ho mes.
includes all utilities.
Available March 15.
Pets with Deposit. Call
753-9999

380
Pets Supplies

Obedience
DOG
glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858

NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD 0 711

Free to good loving
home 9wk old Boxer
mix puppies. 3 brindle,
4 tan. 270-752-0316
410

1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.

Murray Ledger & Tines Fair
Houlling Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein
is subsect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or discrimination based on race, color, religion, 401, handicap, familial status or national origin, or ustenhon to make any such preferences, limitations or chscnrninabon
State laws forbid discnmination
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law.
We will knowingly accept any
advertising for real estate which
is not in violation of the law All
persons are hereby intomwd
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal Lrwoltumei basis
For further asststance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P %LIM,(7031148-1000
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LET US HELP YOU PROMOTE
YOUR BUSINESS....
Oho use caN and ws can give you
Mans on this 2111 ad.
Murray Ledger & Times
Classifieds
Natasha or Molly
270-753-1916

(6117 1
Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC
kalastrlaUtsamistdal/liesilisalial
lams C.sallImers
WWW.OECLI.C.NET

Mak ON.110.

New 24
Bedroom homes Wi
RIverneld Estates
SSG Real Property
Profeeelonille
21101-7172
3BR, IBA w/ shop
2.5mi West of Murray
753-0531 Leave message

(270) 759-0890

VERY nice 413R, 2BA,
newly remodeled, New
appliances & fixtures
throughout. Coleman
Real Estate
270-753-9898

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-706-4859

GARLANE
RENTAL
"If you've got It we eat, store It"
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations.
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hey 94E
•Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage

LeVer
Times
753-1918
Need help
selling your
house?
We can get the y
word out!
753-191

4 Bedroom house
with rental
n
unit ne
negoould sell sepa
ely. 753-6012

All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905

,r/Nal\

McCUISTON

ROOFING

270-293-1924
Free Estimates
Licensed & Insured

190
AuloPWIS

430
320
Apertnenta For Rent

5
2
3
7
8
4

Comisiedal Prop. For Reel

119

4 Bedroom house
with rental
unit net
SsVC?' ne90ould sell separ. ely. 753-6012

93 4 1 7 8 8 52
1 25694873
687 5 2349 1

190
Manes For Si.

270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Dr.
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283 .6
ID Equal opuortunrty

NEW apartment in
Queen Pillow Top mat- Hazel. 8550.00/mo.
tress set. NEW in plasphis deposit all utilities
tic. $195
included.
Can • 270-492-8211
270-293-4121.
deliver.

**OWNER FINANCE**
Late model doublwide
w/ land. Country set2BA,
3BR,
ting,
garage Off 94E toward
lake 217 Cross Spann
Rd Murray $2.500 00
down $587/mo Call
Ruthie 270-753-2222

Anwar to previous puzzle

1122

Difficulty Level ***

3br duplex 2 ba , aH
appliances . 1st/last &
deposit $840/mo

DISCLAIMER

By Dove Green

1

1BR apt in various
Coleman
locations
Real Estate
270-753-9898

12701753-5323
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
wehpage at
murray ledger corn.
you will he redirected
to tobnet work i.orn
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this werisite
However, as a national
wehsite, not all listings
on the jobnctwork corn
are plated through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you

Concept's Sueoltu

Animalism' For Rent

CHRISTOPHER'S
Coins
Sells
coins/paper money
At Trends-N-Treasures
Murray.Kentucky
Wedesperately need to
buy your coins, paying
top $$$$$$
Dr. Fuhrman
270-753-4161

Sudosu is I rarrow•piecing puzzle bend on a ieslit gna wen
merle green nurnters The abet* Is Ic ewe Pe numbers I so
9 an the empty aquares so net each row each column end each
3'3 Dot °anow the seme ranter any once The deraity weer
of the Concepts SLOoku rasps* horn Maxey to Sundry

SUDOKU

320
Aricise
For Selo

State 13l'NsIe

All applicants must be 21 years old before the Summer Program begins
Interviews will be conducted in February

)010
1 opening

Wednesday, January 22, 2014 • 38

Protecting your house like
it is our house!

USED TIRES
14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606

330
Houses For Rea
3BR, 2BA. garage 910
Rd
Coldwater
$825/mo.
270-753-2225

REAL ESTATE FOR
SALE. Apartment building and duplexes. Visit
nicholsenterprises.net
or call 270-753-4109

1999 Pontiac Grand
Prix. Drives very well
$1500. 978-9389

WANT TO STAND OUT?
A 2x2 classified display ad is only $300 for a whole month in the
Murray Ledger and Times and in the Shopping Guide!

GET NOTICED
TODAY!
$10
POUR ISSUE!

Call Natasha Hutson
or Molly Rogers at
(2701 753-1916.

Get an ad this
size for one
month for only
$300!

TMES
A°EDGERSt_I
MURRAY

•
•

CLASSIFIEDS

4B • Wednesday, January 22, 2014

Murray Ledger &
Murray

Will Smith, U2
with
run
ht'
'Tonig
to
begin
Fallon
SMALL BUSINESS
The Backbone Of America

Advertise with us for the best results!
ixl $75 per month
1x1.5 $85 per month
2x2 $300 per month
2x3 $350 per month

Call 753-1916
Ask for
Natasha or Molly
We'll be
glad to help!
Used Cars

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance

-270-978-1204
Carpentry
Construction. Homes,
All

decks,
remodeling,
porches,
screened
garages, sagging, rotten floors, termite damage, home and mobile
753-0353
repair.
Larry Nimmo

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
&TRUCKING
AN Year Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Send, & Mulch
(270)293-8686

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562
ww w.hillelectric.com
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work

A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)

Hill Appliance
Repair

sr:*

weep r

PRESCOTT
ROOFING
Over 28 Years
Experience
7_ach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
ALSihn*Lars:LNakci

David's Home
Improvement
LLC
Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Fkior Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing
Wit Do insurance Work
Visa S MasterCard Accepted

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

Winter Rates
'10 oft

(270)226-0194
Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

(270)435-0060 Dave
12701226-0505 cell

Jason Hill

rerno_dellnsisom
270473-9916

FRAME'S TREE
SERVICE &
1
.
411111
DEBRIS REMOVAL
Garage Door
•24 Hiui
Sales it Maintenance
E n!! !
,
6" Continuous Gutters
*Licensed & Insured
Great Hcinstown Service
Ron Frame
DonT spend your money out of

DSW CUSTOM
PAINTING
Residential &
c•,mmorcial
Restoration
•. Estimates

Serving
West Kentucky

'Freeze Damage Repair
4-lorne Improvements
*Bath & Kitchen
'No Job Too Big/Small
.From Drywall & Painting
To Plumbing, Flooring
& Decks
*Insured 'Sr Discount
hFree Estimates
Wernber Of Anpies List
kelltILCUlike

Greg Mansfield

(270) 293-8480
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY 375.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

PASADENA, Calif. (AP) —
Jimmy Fallon's "Tonight" show,
which debuts next month with
actor Will Smith and U2 as
guests, will look familiar to people who appreciate his current
work in the time slot following
Jay Lena
Fallon said he doesn't expect
to change his brand of comedy
to tailor himself to an earlier
time slot. Fallon and his.successor at "Late Night," Seth
Meyers, met with reporters
Sunday as NBC begins the delicate process of a late-night transition.
"This show has completely
changed from when I first started." Fallon said of "Late Night,"
which he has hosted for five
years. "I feel like we've blossomed into what will become
the new 'Tonight' show."

(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323
I .

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
•Trimming
-Removal
•Stump Gnnding
•Firewood
*Insured
(270)489-2839

Meet singles right now'
No paid operators, lust
real people like you
Browse greetings,
exchange messages
and connect live Try it
free Call now 1-888979-2264
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Win a Corvette! The
National Corvette
Museum is raffling a
2014 Torch Red Stingray
Coupe Thursday,
January 30 Tickets $10.
Buy online Ake* corvettemuseumorg or at 800538-3883
EDUCATIONAL TRAINING
AIRLINES ARE HIRING
- Train for hands on
Aviation Career. FAA
approved program.
Financial aid if qualified Job placement assistance. Call Aviation
Institute of Maintenance
888-207-2053
EQUIPMENT FOR
SALE
SAWMILLS from only
$4897.00 - MAKE &
SAVE MONEY with your
own handrail - Cut lumber any dimension. In
stock ready to ship.
FREE Info/DVD:
www NorwoodSavardlls.c
ol-800-578-1363
Ext.300N
FARM ITEMS
Our Sportsmen will Pay
Top $U To hunt your
land Call for a Free
Base Camp Leasing info
packet a Quote, 1-886309-1507

ewe BaseCampLeasing
COM
NOTICES
LEARN ABOUT HighSpeed Internet in your
area and the benefits of
Internet use. Contact the
Kentucky Office of
Broadband Outreach at
855-564-6680

for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Thursday, Jan. 23, 2014:
This year you go from being idealistic to being intensely practical. Others might feel a bit insecure around you, as they don't
know who will be in your shoes
from one day to the next. Be
sensitive to others' needs. If you
are single, you are likely to meet
someone while out and about.
Your relationship might have too
public a profile for comfort. If you
are attached, the two of you
enjoy a common commitment
that often occupies your time.
Make sure that you also schedule time away together to relax.
SCORPIO is demanding, and
often that quality pushes you
away.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive: 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 Difficult

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** A meeting might take
place in the morning. By the
afternoon, you will seek out individuals rather than groups. Use
your intuition when dealing with
HAIL,", WAS I
a feisty partner. How you see a
MANAGUNIFNT situation could change because
of a conversation. Tonight: Avoid
• weekly & special pickups
sending mixed messages.
• locally owned/operated
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
759-1151 • 293-2783 *** Complete a good amount
293-2784
of work by midday. An associate,
partner or loved one could
Hemandez Tires. Auto demand a lot of attention in the
detailing, car wash and
afternoon. You know what you
e
r
rti
0
want, but the other party might
facebook.com/expresnot be as sure. A discussion
sautospaky.
could be difficult, as a result.
270-767-1130
Tonight: Mix friends and fun.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
YEARRY'S Tree and
*** Tap into your imagination
Lawn Service Licensed
in the morning, when an idea is
and insured. Free estimore likely to serve you. Late
mates 436-2562.
presents a different
afternoon
227-0267
outlook and a far more demanding schedule. A boss might be
eyeing your performance. Do not
disappoint him or her. Tonight:
Clear out as fast as you can.
Free to good loving
(June 21-July 22)
CANCER
home 9wk old Boxer
mix puppies. 3 brindle, *** Your temper could rise to
the surface in the morning, yet
4 tan. 270-752-0316
by the afternoon, you might forget what had upset you. Your
imagination fills in the gaps and
easily can find a solution. Tap
into your instincts regarding a
child or loved one. You will know
what to do. Tonight: All smiles.
America Training and go
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
to work! State WIA
**** Return calls, make time
Grants and VA
for a meeting and handle as
Accepted. Tuition
much as you can in the morning.
Financing Available 1st
By the afternoon, you will want to
yr. avg. $38 - $40,000
become less available. You
per ATA (502)955-6388
might have a situation on your
or (866)244-3644

SERVICES
DISH TV RETAILERSAVEI Starting at
$19.99/month (tor 12
months.) FREE
Premium Movie
Channels Free
Equipment, Installation
& Activation. Call,
Compare Local Deals!
1-800-254-1095.
DIVORCE WITH OR
WITHOUT children
$125 Includes name
change and property
settlement agreement
Save hundreds Fast
and easy Call 1-888733-7155, 24/7
TRUCK DRIVERS HELP
WANTED
$1500 Spring Bonus
Hiring 3/4 or One ton
Diesel Pickup Trucks
Call 866-764-1801 or
wwwforernosttransport c
om
35 DRIVER TRAINEES
Needed Learn to drive
for Werner Enterposest
Earn $750 per week' No
Experience Needed!
Local CDL Training gets
you job ready in ASAP!
1-877-243-1812
APPLY NOW COL
Drivers in High Demand
Get your COL Training in
la days at Truck

Call Now! International
Truck Driving
School/BIH Trucking
Company Now Taking
Students! No CDL. No
Problem! State WIA
Program if qualified or
Financing available
888-780-5539
www.facebook com/itdschool
Drivers-COL-A Train and
work for us!
Professional. focused
CDL training available.
Choose Company
Dnver, Owner Operator,
Lease Operator or
Lease Trainer 877-3697192
ewe CentralTruckDnvin
gJobs corn
FLATBED DRIVERS New Pay Scale - Start
o 37cpm. Up to
.04cpm Mileage Bonus
Home Weekends
Insurance & 401K Apply
O Boydandsons corn
800-648-9915
Home Weekends.
Regional Flatbed.
Guarantee Pay Exc
Pay & Benefits 0/Ops
welcome Call today for
details 800-554-5661
ext. 331 s•nsivo fixtransPortiobs
JOIN AVERITT TODAY!
Dedicated COLA
Drivers get full benefits
weekly hometime

NBC's entertainment president, Robert Greenblatt, said
he'd like to keep Leno at NBC,
perhaps to host regular specials.
Fallon said he's not worrying
about whether Leno leaves NBC
and decides to keep working in
late-night TV elsewhere.
Fallon said he called Leno
when he got the "Late Night"
job to reassure him he wasn't
gunning for Leno's gig. He said
they have spoken regularly, and
he's taken some of Leno's
advice, most prominently to
make his nightly monologues
longer.
"He's a good guy," Fallon said.
"He's really treated me well."
show
Fallon's "Tonight"
"should be goofy and fun and
make everybody laugh. That's
our job," he said. He said he
appreciates showing different

mind that yoy need to sort out.
Give yourself some extra time to
reflect. Tonight: At home.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Be aware of what someone else expects, because you
don't want to disappoint this person. In some form, you could
send mixed signals. To keep that
from happening, be clear with
yourself before you act on a personal matter. Tonight: Meet a
friend for munchies.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Get a head start on your
day, if possible. If an important
matter must be handled, do it the
morning. By the afternoon, your
concerns -might change. A discussion about finances seems
inevitable. Be aware of a certain
insecurity that seems to control
you. Tonight: Your treat.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** You could feel off in the
morning and wonder why you
are proceeding the way you are.
Stop. Think things through, and
take your time. You could feel a
lot differently about the same situation a little later. A family member tends to drag you down.
Tonight: At home.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
*** Dealings with others are
highlighted. You need a better
sense of direction and an idea of
what you want. If you are
straightforward, others are likely
to respond in kind. Use the afternoon for doing some quiet work,
and perhaps make a call or two.
Tonight: Do your vanishing act.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Several associates will
seek you out for advice. Right
now, you need to take a strong
stance. Don't allow anyone to
distract you. Understanding will
evolve later in the day. A meeting
could allow you to share recent
events and news. Tonight: Start
the weekend early.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** You could be making an
important decision before you
know it. Your take-charge attitude will pay off quickly. Don't
hesitate to stay on top of a key
situation, as no one else cares
about your interests as much as
you do. Tonight Loosen up, and
enjoy what is happening with a
friend.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** A direct conversation
establishes a connection, but not
necessarily an agreement. You
could be in for a fast change if
you are not careful. How you
deal with a friend or loved one
might change, given a different
perspective. Detach. Tonight:

Only where there is music.
BORN TODAY
Writer Stendhal (1783), painter
Edouard Manet (1832), singer
Rachel Crow (1998)

HARVEY:
Terrier mix • Adult •
Male

Jacqueline Bigar Is on the
Internet at www.jacquellnebigar.com.
(c) 2014 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

TEMPO:
Border Collie & Collie Mix
• Adult • Male • Large

SHELTER HOURS:
MON.-FRI. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM
For more information contact

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
at(270)759-4141
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Gregory, Easley & Ernstberger
20-4 S. 6th Strcei • NItiti.ix.

-421"

(270)753-2633
• Estate Planning!Wills • Criminal Defense
• DUI• Tragic Offenses
• Divorce/Custody/Domestic Violence
• ChiM Support/-tdoption
• Civil Litigatimt • Personal Injury

Do You Need Help with
Taxes & Accounting?
Jason Anderson & the
ATA Team Can Help!
• Tax Return Preparation
• Strategic Tax Planning
• Payroll & Bookkeeping
• IRS Representation
• Estate & Gift Tax Planning
• Sales Tax Returns
• Business Valuations
• Audit & Assurance
& Much More

sides of celebrities by getting
them involved in skits or games,
like when Tom Cruise cracked
two raw eggs on his head.
Fallon's musical skits are among
his most memorable. He said he
alerted New Jersey Gov. Chris
Christie's office ahead of time
about his recent duet with Bruce
that
spoofs
Springsteen
Christie's traffic jam scandal.
Although Fallon is moving
"Tonight" to New York from the
West Coast, he said he will take
the show on the road — including to Los Angeles for a couple
of weeks a year.
Some critics have noted that
the formal title of the show is
changing from the "Tonight
Show With Jay Leno" to the
"Tonight Show Starring Jimmy
Fallon." Fallon said it was an
homage to the show's roots.

by Jacqueline Bigar

Horoscope

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
ADULT

He rejected the idea of
changes to make himself more
appealing to an older, middle
American audience that likes
Leno. It's a delicate subject at
NBC, where executives believe
Conan O'Brien's limited appeal
doomed their first effort to
replace Leno. The executives
anticipate Fallon's light-hearted
comedy translating better.
Leno closes his two-decade
run on "Tonight" Feb. 6 with
Billy Crystal and Garth Brooks
as guests. On Feb. 17, Fallon
debuts a week's worth of shows
at midnight following NBC's
Winter
the
of
coverage
Olympics. He moves into his
regular time slot a week later,
followed by Meyers, who has
"Saturday Night Live" chum
Amy Poehler booked as his first
guest.

Ei

Jason Anderson, CPA, CVA, CFE, CIA
Member/Partner

301 Maple Street
Murray,KY.
270.753.2424
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Man who doesn't want marriage
keeps attracting women who do

Looking Back
The years ago
Local artist Cindy Vaughn was
pictured painting a mural in the
front part of the Calloway County
Schools Central Office complex.
Jim Edwards. of Calloway
County, was pictured taking a
chainsaw to the large trunk of a
tree he and son-in-law Scott Miller
had been given permission to turn
into firewood by a landowner in
Murray.
Lyndsi Keel. senior at Calloway
County High School. had been
named as Rotary Club Student of
the Mont She is the daughter of
Jim and Jennifer Keel
Einar Jenstrom was the speaker
at a recent meeting of the Murray
Rotary Club Jenstrom spoke and
showed slides about EA:uador and
the time he spent in that country.
Births reported included a girl to
Mr and Mrs. Jason Carroll. Jan.
I6
Denise R Bradford. daughter of
John and Mary Bradford. of
Murray, had been named to the
dean's list for the fall semester at
Bradley University.
Twenty years ago
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital board chairman Melvin
Henley was pictured presenting
member Bob Jackson with a
plaque for five years of service.
Racer head basketball coach
Scott Edgar was pictured getting a
haircut from senior Antwan
Hoard. Edgar was forced to shave
his head when the Racers won
their fifth game in a row, beginning with Morehead and ending
with Memphis State.
Rededication services at St.
John Missionary Baptist Church
were set for Sunday. Jan. 23. with
the Rev. C.E. Martin and the Rev.
C.E. Bagwell as guest speakers.
Henry
Rev. William
The
Hornbuckle was pastor of St.
John.
University
State
Murray
President Ronald J. Kurth was pictured meeting with members of

Wednesday,January 22,2/14•58

the Gantt family to discuss the
new Wilson and Virginia Gantt
Scholarship at Murray State
Family members present were
Virginia and. Wilson Gann. Dr.
James Gantt. Michelle Gantt,
Darren Gantt and Dr. Vernon
Gantt.
Thirty years ago
Murray High School had recently been awarded full accreditation
in recognition of its quality education program by the Southern
Association of Colleges and
Schools.
Forty years ago
Donnie Henry, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Donald E.- Henry, received
the highest achievement in
Scouting. the Eagle rank, at the
Court of Honor held by Boy Scout
Troop 77.
Cindy Mills, the daughter of
Mrs. Ruth Mills and a senior at
Calloway County High School.
had been selected by the FFA delegate body of the Purchase Region
as the Regional Sweetheart.
Calloway County 4-H - Club
Teen Club officers were Dianne
Harrison, Andy Coles. Robin
Bryan. Ted Hale, Carolyn Scott
and Renee Sledd.
Fifty years ago
Dr. Clegg Austin was named as
the Outstanding Young Man of the
Year by the Murray Junior
Chamber of Commerce at its
annual distinguished service
awards banquet held at Southside
Restaurant.
Named as basketball queen at
Faxon School was Paulette
Morris. Her attendants were Susan
Alexander and Charlotte Harmon.
Sixty years ago
A feature story on Miss Emma
Helm, retired schoolteacher, was
published today. The story was
written by Margaret Galloway.
Mr. and Mrs. Edmond Gamble
were the new parents of a baby
girl. born Jan. 19 at the Murray
Hospital.

DEAR ABBY: I am a 53-yearold male who is fit. healthy and
has a good job I also have two
failed marriages behind me, which
have cost me dearly. both emotionally and financially I have no
intention of making that mistake
again! I have
been on my
own for five
years. and in
that time I
have had five
relationships
My prob
lem is that
women my
age seem to
have only one
agenda marOne
riage
By Abigail
very nice lady
Van Buren
finally clarified her feelings by saying that
at this time in her life, she didn't have time for "just dating"
because in a few years she'd be
60.
I understand her dilemma, but
I'm not interested in younger
women. I try hard to make it
clear at the beginning of any relationship that marriage is out of
the question, and I don't proceed
with the relationship unless the lady
wholeheartedly agrees. But somehow I have broken five good hearts,
whose only transgression was
falling in love with me. -NOBODY'S RETIREMENT HUSBAND
DEAR N.R.H.: You must be
doing something right to have the
ladies lining up the way they are.
However, you may not be as
effective a communicator as you
think you are if five different
women failed to get the message
you said you convey. I have several thoughts about your predicament:
If your only fear of marriage
is that you would again be cleaned
out financially, a strong prenuptial agreement could help you avoid
any problem if a third marriage
didn't work. However, if variety

Dear Abby

is what you prefer, then you should
restate your message every few
months as these relationships blossom
•••••

DEAR ABBY: Once a year I
type my ZIP code into a website
to see who the registered sex
offenders are in my area so I can
be better informed and protect
myself and my family. A photo,
address and the charges attributed
to the offender are posted on the
site. My jaw dropped to the floor
when I saw a man listed that I
work with and see quite often.
The picture looked recent
I haven't said anything to him_
1 have known this person for five
years and thought he was a good
guy who respected women. I'd
like to think it was a one-time
mistake and that he would never
do it again But would he?
Should 1 tell my teenage daughter who sometimes visits me in
the office' Should I tell the other
women who work here'' If a coworker knew this kind of information and showed it to me, I'd
be grateful to know. What do you
think I should do? -- STUNNED
IN THE CITY
DEAR STUNNED: Tell your
daughter to keep her distance from
this co-worker. But before you
drop this bombshell at the office.
you should first discuss what you
have learned with your employer.
NON

DEAR ABBY: I hope you can
help with this etiquette question.
My son and his wife believe that
when you finish a good meal,
you toss your napkin on the nowempty plate. They say this sends
a message that the food was great.
I do not agree. Is placing a
grubby napkin on the plate inappropriate behavior or is this legit?
-- NOT A NAPKIN-TOSSING
DAD
DEAR DAD: Your son and
his wife need to re-read the chapter on table manners in their etiquette book.

his Texas ranch at age 64.
In 1987. Pennsylvania treasurer R. Budd Dwyer. convicted of
defrauding the state, proclaimed
his innocence at a news conference before pulling out a gun and
shooting himself to death in front
of horrified spectators.
In 1994,actor Telly 4v,falas died
in Universal City. Calif., a day
after turning 72.
„
In 1998. Theodore Kaczynski
pleaded guilty in Sacramento,
Calif., to being the Unabomber
in 'return for a sentence of life in
prison without parole.

In 1922. Pope Benedict XV
By the Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Jan. 22. died he was succeeded by Pius
the 22nd day of 2014. There are Xl
In 1938.Thornton Wilder's play
343 days left in the year.
"Our Town" was performed pubToday's Highlight in History:
On Jan. 22, 1984. the Los licly for the first time in PrinceAngeles Raiders defeated the Wash- ton. NJ.
In 1968, the fast-paced sketch
ington Redskins 38-9 to win Super
Bowl XVIII (18), played at Tampa comedy series "Rowan & -Martin's Laugh-In' premiered on NBCFlorida.
TV.
On this date:
In 1973, the U.S. Supreme
fn 144irlaring
age to the Western Hemisphere. Court, in its Roe v. Wade deciChristopher Columbus arrived at sion. legalized abortions using a
the present-day Caribbean island trimester approach. Former President Lyndon B. Johnson died at
of St. Vincent.
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DEAR DOCTOR K: A deli
sandwich is my go-to lunch most
days of the week Any suggestions for making my sandwiches
healthier''
DEAR READER: If your sandwiches are like those most people eat, the question is not whether
1 can suggest healthier sandwiches; it's whether I can suggest
sandwiches
that are less
unhealthy.
Sandwich
shops can be
a convenient
lunchtime
choice. The
downside?
deli
Many
sandwiches
are mode with
and
cured
By
processed
Dr. Anthony
that
meats
Komaroff
been
have
linked to higher rates of heart disease, Type 2
diabetes and colon cancer. Deli
meats and cheeses often are loaded
with unhealthy fats (saturated fats
and trans fats), calories and sodiurn.
If you can, try to make and
bring your sandwiches from home.
When you make your own sandwich, you have full control over
what's in it. If that's not possible, you may need to do some
research. Many national chains
offer online nutrition information
that can help you make better
choices.
A balanced sandwich contains
lean protein, healthful carbohydrates and a hefty serving of vegetables. To build (or order) a balanced sandwich,follow these basic
steps:
Step 1: Start with a healthful
foundation. You can make a sandwich on bread, tortillas, crackers.
pita or any number of grain-based
products. Just be sure to choose
a whole-grain variety. That means
choosing breads that list "whole"
before the grain's name as the

Dr. Mmaroff

first ingredient Whole-grain breach
have fewer "bad carbs' - carbohydrates that are broken down
into rapidly absorbed sugars that
increase your nsk of getting Type
2 diabetes
Step 2. Spread on a flavorful
accent. Try a small amount of
guacamole, mustard, light mayonnaise, roasted red peppers, tomato sauce or salsa
Step 3- Add lean protein Most
of the meats I see friends eating
in sandwiches are full of saturated fat They are definitely not
"lean" protein Instead, try flaked
tuna, chopped chicken, turkey
breast, low-fat cheese, lean beef
or hummus. If you really love
cold cuts,look for whole-deli meats
-- minimally processed versions
with less sodium.
Whole-deli meats are just seasoned and cooked meat, which is
then sliced to make sandwiches
Processed deli meats, on the other
hand, contain finely ground meat
mixed with meat byproducts.
preservatives and flavoring agents.
I would generally avoid them.
(Yes, I take my own advice.)
Step 4: Add crunchy companions to any meat_ Consider romaine
lettuce, shredded carrots or celery, sliced apples, sliced red and
green peppers, sliced cucumbers,
tomato, roasted red peppers, mushrooms, snap peas or cherry tomatoes.
Step 5: Think big. Layer your
sandwich to make a large and
appetizing creation with spinach
and watercress, tomato, cucumber
and onion.
If you're a regular reader of
this column, you've heard it before
and you'll hear it again: eating
an unhealthy sandwich (or any
type of food) won't kill you.
Unhealthy foods are not like poison -- a single sandwich of
processed meats won't do to you
what a.single dose of arsenic will.
Occasional unhealthy foods are
not the problem. The problem is
a diet that regularly includes them.

Mots From MINN

Today In History

W
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Make your deli sandwich
a healthy meal

JUST WISH YOU
KNEW AS MUCH'
ASOUT YOUR JOS
AS YOU KNOW
ABOUT PIZZA!

HEY, MR. EIUMSTEAD!
HOW VA' DOM'?
HOW'S THE WIFE
ANO KIDS?

NOT A

LEFTOVER
BACON
Dear
Heloise: My
family
enjoys bacon
for breakfast,
but because
of our busy
schedules,
we only have
it on weekends. This leaves leftover bacon that I use the rest
of the week as a topping for
baked potatoes. added to salad
or as a garnish for beans or
asparagus. — Janice R. in New
Mexico
Here's another use for the
bacon: as a topping for potato soup or other cream-style
soups. It's tasty on spinach, too.
The great thing about soup is
that there are so many different ways to add flavors, use up
leftovers and save money. My
pamphlet Heloise's Spectacular
Soups has family and friend
recipes, plus hints to help you
save time when making soup.
To order one, send $5 and a
long,self-addressed,stamped(70
to:
envelope
cents)
Heloise/Soups, P.O. Box 795001,
San Antonio, 7X 78279-5001.

by
Hobbs

Top soup off with croutons as
a garnish, or serve soup with
breadsticks. crackers or any type
of bread to make it a more
well-rounded meal. - Heloise
THE SAME, BUT
DIFFERENT
Dear Heloise: My mother
and I would like to know if
SALTED AND UNSALTED
BUTTER have different cooking properties? Also, why would
a recipe call for unsalted butter, but then require salt? —
Michelle and Janet C. in Washington,
Very good question, and it
is a little contradictory! Salted
and unsalted butter don't have
any different cooking properties. They are the same, except
that one has 114 to 1/2 teaspoon of salt per stick.
Each company may produce
a little "different" butter. So,
when added to a recipe, there
is no way to tell how much
salt is really in that butter. By
starting a recipe with unsalted
butter, you know that the recipe
is starting with and ending with
the proper amount of salt. —
Heloise
BAGEL REMOVAL
Dear Heloise: I love mini-

bagels, but they are hard to get
out of the toaster. My mom
suggested wooden chopsticks,
but they are hard to manage.
Now I "stab" the bagel with a
toothpick and pull it out safely. Works every time! — Alex
C., Colorado Springs. Cob.
LAST LONGER
Dear Heloise: Here is a hint
to extend the life of sour cream
and cottage cheese. Store the
product upside down on a plate
in the refrigerator. It lasts much
longer. — Betty D.. via email
Yep! Love the longtime
Heloise hint. Be sure the lid is
on tight, and sort of shake the
container to move the contents
down to cover the lid. Place
in a bowl and put it in the
refrigerator. — Heloise
PLATE WARMER
Dear Heloise: As a single person. I use my toaster oven all
the time. When I am heating
up leftovers or cooking a new
dish, I set my plate on top of
the oven. As my food heats up,
my plate also warms up and
keeps the food heated as I eat.
-- Tracy L. in California
(c)2014 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.
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I CAN'T HELP NOTICING
THAT YOU 'TRAVEL THE GLOBE'
TO BRING ME THE FRESHEST
INGREDIENTS.

Ac3F

IF1

WELL, YOU KNOW...
WE OFFER
CHOPPED PEANUTS
AND STRAWBERRIES
TO PUT ON TOP OF
THE YOGURT.

YOU TRAVEL
THE WORLD FOR
PEANUTS AND
STRAWBERRIES?
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Valiant one
Bottle topper
Outdo
Oscar winner Sophia
Anger
Make blank
Young fellow
Sandal feature
Reception feature
Building wing
Prepare for a game
Peculiar
Swift
Gift from Santa
Figure of speech
Silent
Mine, of a sort
Pirate's place
in Berlin
Majestic
Vicuña's cousin
San Antonio landmark
Lucifer
Misplace
Card collection

Capital on a fjord
Express gratitude to
Handle
Young fellow
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37
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OVAL
ORANGE
CESARROMERO
BEFIT
LOWS
BAIT
REMOTE
BOLT
VAN
NOD
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NERD
R IBEYE
SENT
SIAM
SPACE
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DEEDED
GOER
NEW CROSSWORD BOOK! Send $475(check/m.o.) b
Thomas Joseph Book 1. PO Box 536475, Orlando, Ft. 32853-6475
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liAVE YOU EVER SEEN A
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-THEN SUCVESIL4e, ONE
IT'S GONE !
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Instructional
Spellbound
Library patron
Unconscious
Succotash half
Made speeches
Found a new owner for
Prepare to propose
Fear
Wolfish look
Syrinx
— a one (none)
Norse god
Worthy aims
Elvis' birthplace
Last letters
Morphine, for one
New Brunswick tribe
Fable finish
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GOING ON NOW!'
DON'T MISS YOUR
CHANCE TO MAKE IT
YOUR BEST DAY EVER!

FOR MORE
TOYOTA OFFERS

buyatoyota.com
Vol.

ANY NEW '14 CAMRY

CAMRY

ANY NEW '14 COROLLA

V
APR FINANCING FOR

60 MONTHS!'

ve-A$500

Bonus Cash excludes hybrids Must be

353
MPG CITY

used thru Toyota Financial services oniv •

APR FINANCING FOR

TOYOTA
BONUS
CASH 2

60 MONTHS!

6

-OR- Lease a new 2014

-OR- Lease a new 2014

37 COROLLA S PLUS

$199

CAMRY SE

4-door sedan model #2546

24 MONTH LEASE
$2399 DUE AT LEASE SIGNING

3

MPG CITY

4-door sedan model #11364

24 MONTH LEASE

PER MONTH

*Due at signing includes 6950 TFS Lease Subvention Cash

9,

ANY NEW '13 RAV4

3

51 1117V
PRIUS
PRIUS V 44 MV
PRIUS C 53?

60 MONTHS!'

8

• 60 monthly payments of 816.87 per $1000 borrowed.

monthly payments of $17.05 per $1000 borrowed

$199

$2699 DUE AT LEASE SIGNING

PRIUS

MPG CITY

5-door hybrid sedan Liftbacis model Two #1223

24 MONTH LEASE
$2999 DUE AT LEASE SIGNING

PER MONTH

•Due at signing includes $500 TFS Lease Subvention Cash.

-OR- Lease a new 2013

513

-OR- Lease a new 2013

24 MONTH LEASE

ANY NEW '13 PRIUS, PRIUS v or PRIUS c

APR FINANCING FOR

60 MONTHS!
RAV4 LE

PER MONTH

No Cost Maintenance Plan with roadside assistance.

•
APR FINANCING FOR

4-door 2WD SUV model #4430
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COMES WITH TOYOTACARE, 2-YEAR/25K-MILE 5

No Cost Maintenance Plan with roadside assistance.

MPG CITY

$169

$1999 DUE AT LEASE SIGNING

COMES WITH TOYOTACARE, 2-YEAR/25K-MILE 5

313

lai

• 60 monthly payments of $17.413 per $1003 bombed.

60 monthly payments of $166/ per $1000 borrowed.

$199

MSI

PER MONTH

'Due at signing includes $550 TFS Lease Subvention Cash.

Staff I

MUM

COMBS WITH TOYOTACARE, 2-YEAR/25K-MILE5

COMES WITH TOYOTACARE, 2-YEAR/25K-MILE 5

No Cost Maintenance Plan with roadside assistance.

No Cost Maintenance Plan with roadside assistance.
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ANY NEW '13 OR '14 VENZA

HIGHLANDER

VENZA

ANY NEW '13 HIGHLANDER GAS
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41.

APR FINANCING FOR

APR FINANCING FOR

60 MONTHS!'

60 MONTHS!'

•

(p

80 monthly payments of $1667 per $1000 borrowed

60 monthly payments of $1687 per $1000 borrowed

-

T01

RUGGED ON
THE OUTSIDE
AND REFINED
ON THE INSIDE.

Dal

THE NEW '14 4RUNNER

nue N

0

NOW IN STOCK!
CASH
SACK

$1,500
ON ANY NEW
'13 VENZA

$1,000 $1,000 $750
$500
ON ANY NEW

ON ANY NEW

13 AVALON
'13 AVALON HYBRID
'14 CAMRY
'14 CAMRY HYBRID
'14.5 CAMRY
'14.5 CAMRY HYBRID

'13 PRIUS
'13 PRIUS c
'13 HIGHLANDER GAS
'14 SIENNA
'14 VENZA
'14 TUNDRA CREWMAX

ON ANY NEW

13 PRIUS V

PRIUS
'14 PRIUS v
'13 RAV4
'14 TUNDRA REG a DBL CAB
ON ANY NEW '14

5

PLUS, EVERY NEW TOYOTA
COMES WITH TOYOTACARE
No Cost Maintenance Plan with roadside assistance.
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ToyotaCare

ASK ABOUT OUR $1,000 MILITARY
& $750 COLLEGE GRAD REBATE PROGRAMS
THAT'S OVER & ABOVE ALL OTHER INCENTIVES'

C
Home

SEE YOUR LOCAL TOYOTA DEALER TODAY!

TOY TA OF MURRAY
1307 South 12th Street • Murray, KY • 270.753.4961
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\Moe Lott Go Places
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